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(1)

In Chapter 1 we consider the equation

uit) = kit)- f «(í-tM(t)m(t) oV

where u, k are functions with values in a Banach space X, h is a scalar function,
and Ait) is an unbounded operator in X which generates an analytic semigroup.
It is assumed that A{t)A~\0) is Holder continuous and that k, « have certain
differentiability properties.
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In case h(t) = 1, (1) is equivalent to

(2)
(3)

duldt+A(t)u=f(t),
u(0) = k(0)

where f(t) = k(t). The system (2), (3) has been thoroughly studied in the literature
(see [9], [10], [15]—[18]).Existence, uniqueness, and differentiability theorems are
well known. The solution can be represented in terms of the fundamental solution.
Local and global bounds on the fundamental solutions are also known. Most of
these results are stated in §1.2 below.
We prove, in Chapter 1, that essentially all these results are valid also for the
more general case of equation (1), provided n(0) > 0. Our treatment is based on the
following scheme. We reduce (1) to an equation of the form u = T(u) + F(u), where
F(u) is "small"; in case h(t)=l the equation reduces to u = T(u). We then treat
the reduced problem as a perturbation problem, employing simple fixed-point
theorem techniques.
The treatment of the fundamental solution W presents a special difficulty since
A W is generally nonintegrable (already for h= 1). Thus what might be considered
the natural integral equation for W (see (1.1.5)) does not make any sense. One way
to handle this difficulty is to consider not W but rather Wx for x in the domain of
some A" (p>0). In this way one obtains a fundamental solution which may,
however, be an unbounded operator. Another method (given in §1.5) involves
replacing (1.1.5) by a "weaker" equation whose solution is a bounded and
smooth operator function and showing that this solution is the fundamental
solution. This second method requires additional assumptions on A(t); in case
A(t) is an elliptic differential operator, these assumptions roughly amount to
assuming that the leading coefficients are independent of t.
In Chapter 2, we consider the case where A(t) is independent of t. We then
employ Laplace transforms to obtain very precise global bounds on the fundamental solution. Under certain assumptions, we prove that the fundamental
solution belongs to £p(0, co; B(X)) for all lapaco.
This result is sharp, for all
but a small part of the main condition is necessary as well as sufficient in all cases
and the entire condition is necessary and sufficient in the important case when h(t)
is monotone decreasing and nonnegative.
The global bounds proved in Chapter 2 are used to derive results on the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1). In fact, our original motivation for deriving the
above mentioned bounds on the fundamental solution was to study the asymptotic
behavior of solutions of (1) in a fashion similar to [5], where the case where u(t),
k(t), A(t) are all scalar functions was treated.
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Chapter 1. Existence, Uniqueness, and Differentiability
1. Statement of results on existence and uniqueness. Let Y be a complex Banach
space, and let Ait) be closed, densely defined, linear operators with domain F>L4)
independent of t. We need the following assumptions :

(A) The resolvent (A/-Ait))-1 exists for all 0St<T,

(i-i)

Re AgO, and

||(A7-^(0)-1I= r+TTf

where C is a constant independent of t, X.

(B) For any /, t in [0, T),

(1.2)

\\{A{t)-A{r))A-\r)\\ ¿ C\t-r\»

where C, a are positive constants (independent of t, t), and a á 1.
Note that (1.2) implies that A^A'At)
is a bounded operator, its norm is
bounded by a constant independent of t, r, and

(1.3)

\\iAit)-Air))A-As)\\ Ú C"\t-r\°

for any t, r, s in [0, F).
Under the assumption (A), the fractional power A°{t) of Ait) is defined for any
real p (see, for instance, [15]). For p<0, Ap{t) is a bounded operator, and, for
P>0, Apit) = iA~pii))'1- Thus, as the inverse of a bounded operator, A°{t) is a
closed (but generally unbounded) operator; its domain contains DiA) if p< 1.
We shall consider integral equations of the form

(1.4)

v{t) = kit)- f hit-r)AÍT)uÍT)dr (0 g / < F)

where « is a given scalar function, k{t) is a given function from [0, T) into X, and
the solution u{t) is a function from [0, T) into T)(/4). We need the following
conditions on h, k:
(H) «(0) > 0, « e C^O, F), «(0 is absolutely continuous in [0, F) and h e Lp(0, F)
for some p > 1.
(K) A:(0)e F>(.4W(0))
for some 0</^l,
¿(0 = limh^0 [it(r + A)-A:(r)]/A exists in
X for all 0ár<F, and is uniformly Holder continuous, i.e.,

\\kit)-kis)\\ é c\t-s\»
for all /, s in [0, F), where c, ß are positive constants, and ßf^l.
Note that «(i) is uniformly Holder continuous in (0, T) with exponent I/o,

where l/p+l/o=l.
Definition. A function w(i) from [0, F) into D(.4) is called a solution of (1.4)
if w(i) is continuous in [0, F), if .4(?)"(0 is continuous in (0, F), ||^(i)«(/)|| is
integrable in [0, T—e) for any e>0, and, finally, if (1.4) is satisfied. If it is also true
that t6\\Ait)uit)\\ remains bounded for some 0 á 8 < 1 as / -> 0, then we say that u
is a strong solution.
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Theorem 1. Assume that (A), (B), (H), (K) hold. Then there exists a unique strong
solution u(t) t9/(1.4). t1~uA{t)u{t) remains bounded as i-s-0, u{t) is uniformly
Holder continuous with exponent p. in [0, T) and, moreover, if k{0) e D{A) then
A{t)u{t) and du(t)ldt are continuous in [0, T).

Corollary.
If the assumption (H) is strengthened by requiring h(t) to be Holder
continuous in some interval [0, e) with e > 0, then there cannot exist more than one

solution of (1.4).
We are interested not only in proving the existence of solutions, but also in
representing them in terms of a "fundamental solution," i.e., in terms of an
operator function W(t, s) satisfying

(1.5)

W(t, S) = I-[

h(t-r)A(r)rV(r, s) dr

(0 S S zi t < T).

However, ||/I(T)If(T, s)|| is not integrable in t even in the case h(t)= 1 (in fact, its
growth at t = í may be like (t —s)'1); thus the integral in (1.5) cannot be taken in
the same natural sense as (1.4).
Instead of considering (1.5) directly, we first consider the equation

(1.6)

Wu(t, S) = A~"(S)- [ h(t-r)A(r)rVu(r,

s) dr

(0 Z%S Z%t < T)

for any 0 < p.g 1.
Definition. An operator-valued function Wu(t, s) defined for 0-¿s-¿t<T
is
said to be a solution of (1.6) if it is continuous in (t, s) (in the strong topology) for
0 zi s z%t < 7, if A{t) Wß(t, s) is continuous in t (in the strong topology) for 0 z¿s < t < T,
if \A(t)Wu(t, s)\ is integrable in t in any interval (s, 7—e) with e>0 and, finally,
if (1.6) is satisfied. If also, for some OS 8< 1, (t —s)6\A(t)W„(t, s)\ remains bounded
as t —s -> 0, then it is called a strong solution.

Theorem 2. Assume that (A), (B), (H) hold. Then there exists a unique strong
solution of (1.6). Furthermore, for Ozi s <t<T,

(1.7)

\\Ap(t)Wu(t, s)\\ á constf/-*)"'"

(p. z%p < \+a).

An analogue of the Corollary to Theorem 1 is also valid.
Definition. The operator function W(t, s) = Wu(t, s)Au(s) is called the funda-

mental solution of (1.4) or (1.5).
To justify this definition we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Assume that (A), (B), (H) hold. Then W(t, s) is independent of p.,
i.e., ifx e D(A") n D(AV) then Wu(t, s)A"(s)x= Wv(t, s)Av(s)x. Furthermore, for any
element x which belongs to some D(Au(s)), the function W(t, s)x satisfies the equation

(1.8)
and ¡^(i)^,

W(t, S)X = X- f h(t-T)A(T)W{r, s)x dr,
J)*|| Sconst(í-í)""3.

Thus (1.5) is satisfied in the weaker sense of (1.8).
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Applying both sides of (1.6) to

A"is)x, we find that wit) is a solution of
wit) = X- j A(í-t)^(t)w(t)</t,

and, by (1.7), ||^(/)w<OI âconst(i-i)"-1.

Thus (1.8) and the inequality following

it are satisfied. Since w(i) is also a strong solution, it is unique (by Theorem 1).
Hence, if x also belongs to 7)(/4v(s)) with some 0<vgl then

WAt, s)Auis)x = WAt,s)Ay{s)x,
i.e., W{t, s) is independent of p.
In §1.5 we shall obtain further results on W.
We now state a representation theorem.

Theorem 4. Assume that (A), (B), (H), (K) hold, that kit) e DiAu{t)), and that
A"it)k{t) is continuous for t e [0, F). Then the solution u{t) o/(1.4) iwhose existence
is asserted in Theorem 1) can be represented in the form

(1.9)

uit) = W(/,0)*(0)+f Wit,sykis)ds.
Jo

The proofs of Theorem 1 and its corollary are gjven in §3, and the proofs of
Theorems 2, 4 are given in §4. In §2 we collect several results which will be needed
throughout this chapter.
2. Preliminaries. In this section we assume that the Ait) are as in Theorems
1-3. Then, as proved by Sobolevskiï [15] and Tanabe [16], [17], [18], there exists
an operator-valued function Uit, t) defined for 0 á t g t < Fand having the following
properties :
For fixed t £ [0, F), £/(r, t) and dU{l, r)\dt are continuous in t (in the strong
topology) in the intervals [t, T) and (t, F), respectively, the range of £/(/, t) is in

the domain DiA) of Ait), and

(2.1)
(2.2)

dUit, r)ldt + Ait)Uit, r) = 0 (t < t S T),
U{r, r) = 7;

the derivative 3t//dr is taken in the strong topology. [/(/, t) is also continuous
(in the strong topology) in (f, t) for 0 g t g r < T.
We mention further results which they have proved. If/(i) is any bounded

function from [0, F) into X which is uniformly Holder continuous in any interval
(e, T—e) with e > 0, and if u0 is any element in X, then the system

(2.3)

du/dt+Ait)u =fit)

(2.4)

«(0) = «o

(0 < t < T),
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differentiable in

u(t) = U(t, 0)u0+ f U(t, s)f(s) ds.

If u0 e D(A) and/(i)
is uniformly Holder continuous in any interval [0, 7—e)
with e>0, then du(t)jdt and A(t)u(t) are continuous in [0, 7).
Analogous results hold in case/(i) is an operator-valued function. In particular,
A{t) j0 U{t, s) ds is continuous (in the strong topology) for 0 ¿ t < T. If we use this
result with t = 0 replaced by t = T0, for any 0 á 70 < 7, we get :

A(t)f U(t,s) ds

(2.6)

zi const < oo (T0 < t < T)

Jt0

where the constant is independent of T0.
U(t, t) is called the fundamental solution of the equation dv/dt + A(t)v = 0.
The following inequalities are valid :

(2.7)

\\A"(t)U(t, r)A-"(r)\\ z%C(t-ry-"

(0 g a S p < 1+a),

\\A°(0)[U(t+At, r)-U(t,

z%C{My-"{t-T)<-\

(2.8)

r)]A-'{r)\\

{0 ¿ p ZZ1,0 ^ a Sv < 1+a, 0 £ v-p

á 1),

where Af >0, C is a constant, and a is the constant appearing in (1.2).

In §§3, 4 we shall need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let 0^70<7

and let f(t)

be a continuous function from [T0, T) into

X, satisfying:

(2.9) ||/(0|| á ÍM0,

11/(0-/(í)II= ^(t)(t-sy

(T0z%szit<T)

where v(t) is a positive and monotone increasing function, Q, p. are positive constants

and p.z%1. Then the function

(2.10)

£(0=f

U(t,s)f(s)ds (Toút<T)

satisfies :
(2.11)

\\A(t)F(t)\\ zi CQv(t)

where C is a constant independent of T0, f

Proof. Write
(2.12)

A{t)F{t)= ÍA{t)¡t U{t,s)ds\f{t)+ A{t)¡t U{t,s)[f{s)-f{t)]ds
L

Jto

J

Jto

= J(t)f(t) + A(t)g(t),
and set

Ge{t)= C'1 A(t)U(t,s)[f(s)-f(t)]ds.
JTq
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By (2.7) with p= 1, a = 0, the integral of GAO exists for all e^O (e< t-T0) and
GAO-> G0iO in Y, as e -> 0. Since also

f" Uit,s)[fis)-fit)]ds-> f C/(i,5)[/(5)-/(i)]dsin X,
and since Ait) is a closed operator, we conclude that ^(r)g(r) = lim GAO- Since

||Gs(f)||^const£M0. the same bound holds for ||/4(i)g(0ll- Next, by (2.6),
l|7(0/(0ll is als0 bounded by const Q.v{t).By (2.12) we then see that (2.11) holds.
We conclude with a result on differentiability of solutions also due to Sobolevskiï
and Tanabe, and another on analyticity of solutions due to Sobolevskiï and

Komatzu [12]:
Let A{t)A~\0) have m strongly continuous derivatives, let/(r)

have m strong
derivatives, and let/<m)(0 and A{m\t)A~\0) be uniformly Holder continuous in
closed subsets of (0, F). Then every solution of (2.3) has (m + 1) strong derivatives
in (0, F) uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of (0, F).
If A{t)A~liO) and f{t) have strong derivatives of any order, and if

(2.13)

||¿(m)(rM_1(0)||g M0Mmm\,

||/<m)(OII
^ M0Mmm\

for all t £ [0, F), m= 1, 2,..., where MQ, M are constants, then every solution of
(2.3) is analytic in (0, F), i.e., in every closed subinterval of (0, F),

||«(m)(0ll¿ N0Nmm\
for some constants N0, N and for all positive integers m.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. We shall reduce the problem of solving (1.4) to a problem
of solving a certain "integro-differential"
equation. First we proceed formally.

Differentiating (1.4) we get

(3.1)

^p- + hiO)Ait)uit)= kit) - J' Kt - r)Air)uir) dr.

Writing the last term in the form

f hit-T)[AiO-Air)]uir)dr-Ait) f A(7-t)W(t)dr

Jo

Jo

and introducing the function

(3.2)

¿/(i) = uit)+¿

£ hit-Tim

dr,

we reduce the equation (3.1) and the initial condition w(0)= fc(0) to

düldt+ hi0)Ait)ü= kiO+fiü; t),
(3.3)

¿KO)
= kiO),
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where
f{ü;t)

= ^h{t-T){[A{t)-A{r)]A-\r)}A{r)u{r)dr

(3.4)
+ W)u{t)+W)íh{t-THr)dT
We observe that (3.2) is a classical linear Volterra integral equation, which can
therefore be inverted. That is, whenever t0 < T and whenever «(0 is a continuous
function from [0, t0] into X, there exists a unique continuous solution u{t) of (3.2).
Furthermore, u{t) can be written in the form

(3.5)

«(0 = "(0+ f n(t-r)ü(r) dr,
Jo

where n(0 is a function depending only on h{t), having the same smoothness
properties (continuity, Holder continuity, absolute continuity, etc.) as h{t). This
is proved by solving (3.2) iteratively.
Lemma 2. (a) u{t) e D{A) and u{t), A{t)u{t) are continuous for 0 St zit0 (for some
t0<T) if and only if the same is true ofü(t).
(b) u(t)eD(A),
u(t) is continuous for 0^i^f0,
A(t)u(t) is continuous for
0<tz%to and \\A(t)u{t)\\ is integrable in (0, i0) if and only if the same is true ofü{t).

Proof. Let u he as in (a). Then ü(t) is continuous in [0, t0]. Write
(3.6)

A(t)A~\r)

A(t)u(r) = {/+ [A{t) - A{r)]A ' \r)}A(r)u(r).

's continuous in r (it is, in fact, Holder continuous) since the same is

true of its inverse (by (1.2)). Therefore A(t)u(r) is continuous in r. Hence the
integral J'0 h(t —t)A(í)u(t) dr exists. Since the integral j0 h(t —t)u(t) dr also exists
and since A(t) is a closed operator, we conclude that the latter integral belongs to

D(A), and

A(t) Ç h(t-r)u(r)dr
Jo

= P h(t- r)A(t)u(r) dr.

The last integral is continuous for 0ai^r0.

(3.7)

A(t')u(r)-A(t)u(r)

Jo

To prove this, write

= {[A(t')-A(t)]A-\t)}A(t)u(r)

and observe that the operator in braces is bounded (cf. (1.2)) by C'\t' —t\",
whereas A(t)u(r) is continuous in t.
We conclude from (3.2) that ö(0 e D(A) and ^(0"(0 is continuous for0^i^/0To prove the second part of (a) we use (3.5) and argue as before. The proof of
(b) is similar.
We shall also need the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For any 0</x<l

there exist positive constants Hx, H2 such that for
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and

|y4(/)«(0|| integrable in (0, t0),

(3.8)

77i sup ||«(r)|| g
0<f<fo

(3.9) 77i sup tu\\Ait)uiO\\ g
0<í<ío

sup ||fi(0| Ú H2 sup ||«(0|[»
0<(<to

0<t<(o

sup t"\\Ait)üiO\\ ^ 772 sup ||/M(r)«(r)||.
0<í<ío

0<í<ío

FAe constants Hx, H2 are independent of t0.

Note that, by Lemma 2, .4(00(0 is well defined.
Proof. (3.8) follows immediately from (3.2), (3.5). To prove the second in-

equality in (3.9), apply rM(0 to (3.2). Using (3.6), (1.2) we get
pA(r-T)iM(0«(T)d'i

IIJo

^ const sup t"||/4(t)m(t)||.
0<Kf

Therefore,

||iM(0«(0|| S |rM(0tK0 II+ constt«||,4(t)m(t)||,
0<l<(

from which the desired inequality follows. The first inequality in (3.9) follows by
applying the same argument to (3.5).
We now return to the system (3.3). Denoting by £/(!, t) the fundamental solution
of the equation dv/dt+hiO)Ait)v=0, we represent «, formally, in the form:

(3.10)

«(0 = Uit,0)kiO)+f Uit,s)kis)ds+ f t/(r,í)/(m;s) ds.
Jo

Jo

Definition. A function w(0 defined for 0 S t ^ t0 is called a weak solution of (3.3)
in [0, f0] if it is continuous in [0, t0], if Hit) e 7)L4), A{t)u{0 is continuous in (0, t0]

and ||.4(0iK0llis integrablein (0, t0), and, finally,if (3.10)holds for 0^r^r0,
with/(«; 0 given by (3.4).
Lemma 4. « is a weak solution o/(3.3) in [0, t0]for some t0<T, if and only if u
is a strong solution of {I A).
Proof. Suppose « is a strong solution of (1.4). Then, by Lemma 2(b), ü satisfies
all the properties of a weak solution except possibly (3.10). From (1.4) it is clear
that «(0 is uniformly Holder continuous in [0, r0], that du{t)ldt exists for 0 < t^ t0,
and that (3.1) holds. To go from (3.1) to (3.3) we observe that since A(0 is absolutely
continuous, the same is true of f0 A(i—t)u{t) dr, and the derivative of this integral
is almost everywhere equal to

A(0)«(0+ [' hit-r)u{r)dr
Since, further, u{t) is absolutely continuous in any interval (e, t0) with e>0, the
same is true of «(0- We conclude that (3.3) holds almost everywhere. We shall
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prove in a moment that/(w; 0 is continuous (in fact Holder continuous). Once
this is done, we shall have that all the terms in (3.3) are continuous for 0</^?0,
with the possible exception of dü\dt. It will therefore follow that düjdt exists
everywhere in (0, t0] and satisfies (3.3).
Once we have proved that/(«; 0 is also uniformly Holder continuous in t in
[0, t0], then it will follow from (3.3) that it satisfies (3.10) and is thus a weak solution

of (3.3).
Now, using (3.7) and (1.2), and noting (by (3.6), (1.2)) that ||^(0«(OI| is integrable
in r, we easily conclude that the first integral on the right-hand side of (3.4) is
uniformly Holder continuous in [0, /„]. The same is true of the last integral in
(3.4), since it is equal to ff0h(r)u(t—r) dr and u(t) is uniformly Holder continuous
in [0, /„], whereas h(t) is in £"(0, 7). It follows that /(«; 0 is uniformly Holder
continuous in [0, t0].
Suppose conversely that m is a weak solution of (3.3). Then u satisfies all the
properties of a strong solution, except possibly (1.4) and the condition that

tô\\A{t)u{t)\\S const for some 0z%8< 1. We have, by (2.8) (with P = 0, o=p),

\\U{t+At,0)k{0)-U{t,0)k{0)\\z%||[[/(i+A?,0)-<7(r,0)].4-<<(0)||||^(0)it(0)||
(3.11)

^ const |Ar|".

Thus, the first term on the right-hand side of (3.10) is uniformly Holder continuous
with exponent p.. The same is true also of the two integrals in (3.10). Hence ü{t)
is uniformly Holder continuous with exponent p., and the same is then true of u.
As in the first part of the proof we can now show that f(u; t) is uniformly
Holder continuous in [0, t0]. Consequently, (3.10) is equivalent to (3.3). By an
argument similar to that given in the first part we conclude that dujdt exists and
(3.1) is satisfied everywhere in (0, t0]. Since (3.1) is the differentiated form of (1.4),

(1.4) follows.
It remains to prove that íó||,4(0«(0|| ^ const for some 0^S<
P=l,o=p.)
we get

1. From (2.7) (with

\\A(t)U(t,0)k(0)\\è \\A(t)U(t,0)A-"(0)\\M«(0)A:(0)||á const f»-\
The same bound is easily obtained for the other terms on the right-hand side of

(3.10). Hence
\\A{t)ü{t)[ <: const/""1.

By Lemma 3, the same inequality holds for ||y4(0«(0llFrom the proof of the second part of Lemma 4 we also obtain the uniform
Holder continuity of u{t) with exponent it, and the boundedness of t1'"\\A{t)u{t)\\
for t -> 0, as asserted in the last part of Theorem 1. If k{0) e D{A), then
A(t)U(t, 0)k(0) is continuous in [0, f0], and .,4(00(0 is then also continuous in
[0, t0]- By Lemma 2(a), the same is true of A(t)u(t). Since du(t)jdt is then clearly
continuous in [0, t0] also, the proof of the last part of Theorem 1 is complete.
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We proceed to prove existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of (3.3). For
simplicity, we first impose the conditions:

(3.12)

A(0)= 0,

(3.13) A£ Cz[0, F)

and

hit) is uniformly Holder continuous in [0, F).

The proof is given by a step-by-step procedure. The result for the first step is
stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 5. If t0 is sufficiently small then there exists a unique weak solution of

(3.3) in (0, tol
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that p< 1. Denote by B0 the
set of all functions vit) from [0, /0] into X satisfying: vit) e DiA), vit) is continuous
in [0, r0], A{t)v{0 is continuous in (0, t0] and t1-ß\\Ait)vit)\\ is a bounded function.
Introduce in B0 the norm

(3.14)

|||tf = sup HK0II+ sup /1-"||y<(r)c(/)||.
0<(<to

0<i<(o

Since Ait) is a closed operator, B0 is easily seen to be a Banach space. Set
B0M= {veB0;\\\v\\\^M}.

Denote the right-hand side of (3.10) by 5« and the sum of the first two terms on

the right-hand side of (3.10) by kit). Set Sù=îc + S0ù. Using (2.7) we find that
k e B0. Next, by arguments given in the proof of Lemma 4 it follows that if
ü £ B0 then 50« £ B0. If we prove that for some M>0, S maps B0Minto itself and
is a contraction, then it will follow that 5 has a unique fixed point in B0M, i.e., a
unique solution ü e B0Mof (3.10).

Now, by Lemmas 2 and 3, « e B0 if and only if « e B0 and

(3.15)

const |||«||| S ||j«j||g const |||«|||,

where the constants are positive. Using (1.2), (3.12), (3.13), (3.15), we get from (3.4),

(3.16)
(3.17)

||/(«; Oil ^ const iä|||«||| (8 = min (1, « + /*)),
¡/(o; 0-/(5;

J)|| ^ const t»\t-s\a\\\ù\\\ (0 ú sí

t S t0).

Applying Lemma 1, we get

í1-"M(050«(0ll S const i|||«|||.
Since
||50ñ(0|| ^ const f1+l«|||,
we get

(3.18)

|||50w|||£ Lt0\\\ù\\\ (L constant).

50 is a linear operator; we conclude that if 2Lt0 ^ 1 then 50, and therefore also 5,
are contraction operators. If further M is such that 2|||A:||[SAfthen 5 maps B0M

into itself.
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We have thus proved the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution of (3.3)
in BQM-If P is any other weak solution in [0, t0] then, as is easily seen, v must belong
to £0. Hence w = it —v is a solution with £ = 0. But then

¡Mil
- WIM= Ill-Mil
< IMII.ifw^ o,
which is impossible; hence ü=v.
Lemma 6. There exists a unique weak solution of (3.3) in [0, T—e]for any e>0.

Proof. We first prove the assertion in an interval [0, ty] for some ty > t0, with
ty —tQ sufficiently small. We define a space By in the same way as B0, except that
t0 is replaced by ty. The definition of BXNis significantly different from that of
B0N,namely, B1Nconsists of all the functions v(t) satisfying |||i>j||
zi N and coinciding
with the solution u(t) for Octeto- Thus, if 0z¡tgto then Sv = Sü=ü, whereas if

t0<tSty then Sv = Jcy+ SyVwhere

fat) = k(t)+ f ° U(t,s)f(u;s) ds {t0< t g ty),
Jo

Syv{t) = f U{t,s)f{v; s) ds
Jh

{t0 < t z%ty).

SyVcan be estimated entirely analogously to S0v. We obtain :

(3.19)
(3.20)

|||Sl>|||è My+Ly{ty-to)\\\v\\\,
\\\Sv-Sv\\\ úLy{ty-t0)\\\v-v\\\,

where Mx is a constant depending on k, M and Lx is a constant. Hence, if N=2MX
and 2Ly{ty—10)^ 1 then S maps the closed bounded set B1N into itself and is a
contraction. Consequently S has a unique fixed point, i.e., a unique weak solution

of (3.3) in [0, ty] in B1N.This solution coincides with «(0 in [0, i0]. As in the proof
of the previous lemma, one shows that there cannot exist any other weak solution of

(3.3) in [0, ty].
We can now proceed in this way step-by-step to [0, t3], [0, /4], etc. Noting that
the constant Ly can be taken to be the same for each step, the assertion of the
lemma follows.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to remove the restrictions (3.12),
(3.13). We begin with (3.12). Introducing the functions u0 = ue~et, ü0 = üe~st we
see that (1.4), (3.1)—(3.4)hold for this new pair of functions provided k{t), k{t),

dih{t)¡dtí{j=0, 1, 2) are replaced by k(t)e~£t, k(t)e'st, (í£n(0/¿f>~£í, respectively,
and provided we add a term —ew0(0 on the right-hand sides of (3.1) and (3.4).
Hence, if we take e = n(0)//i(0), (3.12) will be satisfied. Since Lemmas 3, 4 remain
true for the new equations, we get the existence and uniqueness of a strong solution
of the equation obtained from (1.4) by the above transformation. The assertion for

(1.4) then immediately follows.
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We give another way of removing the restriction (3.12) which is more involved
but which has the advantage that it removes also the restriction (3.13). One modifies
the definition of B0 by imposing upon its functions the condition that they satisfy
a uniform Holder condition with some fixed exponent r¡íp. The definition of
|||p|||in (3.14) is modified by adding on the right-hand side the Holder coefficient
of v. We can then proceed analogously to the proof of Lemma 5, making use also

of(3.11)and(2.8).
Now, if the condition (3.13) is not satisfied then in extending the proof of (3.17)
we obtain the desired bound on the Holder coefficient of the last integral occurring
in the definition (3.4) of/(«; 0 by writing it in the form J'0 «(t)«(í- t) dr and using
the Holder continuity of u{t). In treating the first integral on the right-hand side
of (3.4) we use the uniform Holder continuity of h{t) with exponent 1/a, where

l/p+1/°= I- The right-hand side of (3.17) is replaced by
const \t-s\v \\\ü\\\ where v = min {q, a, I/o).

(3.18) holds with t0 replaced by t^", and with obvious modifications the proof
of Lemma 5 can be completed. The proof of Lemma 6 remains unchanged.
Proof of Corollary. It suffices to prove that any solution of (1.4) is necessarily a
strong solution. We can clearly restrict ourselves to an interval 0^/^e
with
arbitrarily small e > 0. In view of Lemma 4 it suffices to show that any solution of
(1.4) is a weak solution. Following the proof of the first part of Lemma 4 we see
that all we have to show is that/(«; 0 is uniformly Holder continuous. Now, the
Holder continuity of the first integral on the right-hand side of (3.4) is proved as
before; the Holder continuity of the last integral in (3.4) is a consequence of our
additional assumption on hit). Finally, we may assume that A(0)=0 since otherwise
we perform the reduction to this case described in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus,
/(«; 0 is in fact uniformly Holder continuous.

4. Proofs of Theorems 2, 4.
Proof of Theorem 2. Proceeding analogously to the proof of Theorem 1 we first
reduce (1.6), formally, to the system

dV
dt-+ hiO)Ait)V=FiV;t),

(4.1)

Vis) = A-As),

where
V; tFÇ) = ^hit-r){[Ait)-Air)]A-\r)}Air)Vir)dr

(4.2)

+T
IviO + ^^hit-rWi^dr
A(0)

and where we have set V{t)= WAt, 0 and

(4.3)

Vit) = Vit) + ^

£ hit - r) Vir) dr
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The analog of (3.10) is

(4.4)

V(t) = U(t,s)A-»(s)+ P U(t,r)F(V; t) dr.

We can now proceed to establish analogs of Lemmas 1-6. Instead of the functions
u(t) with values in X we now deal with analogous functions with values in B(X)
(the Banach space of bounded operators on X). The analog of k(t) is the constant
operator A~u(s). Since all the considerations are very similar to those of §1.3, we

omit further details.
It remains to prove that Wu(t, s) is strongly continuous in {t, s) for 0 z%s z%t < T.

This is true of U{t, s), and also of A~"(s) (in fact, by [15, p. 316],

¡A-^-A-^s')]]

S const Ij-ä'IO-

Hence, B(t, s)= U(t, s)A~"(s) is continuous in (t,s). Recalling that the transformation S0V defined by the integral in (4.4) has norm less than 1/2 if tQ is sufficiently small, and verifying that t0 can be taken to be independent of s, we can write

(4.5)

Wu{t,s) - B{t,s) + 2 (SS£)(i,s).
n=l

Since each of the integrals (Sg£)(i, s) is absolutely convergent and each integrand
is continuous in (t, s) for OzíszZtz¿t0, each term in the series of (4.5) is continuous
in (t, s). Since, finally, the series in (4.5) is uniformly convergent (in fact, ||S5£(i, s)||
^ l/2n), the continuity of Wu(t, s) in 0¿sz% t zi t0 follows. To derive the continuity
in [0, 7), we proceed step-by-step on ¿-intervals (compare the proof of Lemma 6).
Proof of Theorem 4. Substituting (1.9) into (1.4) we get

(4.6)

Wu(t,0)Au(0)k(0)+ f Wu(t,s)A"(s)k(s) ds = k(t)
Jo

- P h(t - r)A(r) Wu(r, 0)^«(0)A:(0)dr-[

h(t- r)í P A(r) rVu(r,s)A»(s)k(s)dsX dr.

By (1.7) it is permissible to change the order of integration in the last term. We

find that it is equal to
- i'/ P h(t- r)A(r) Wu(r, s) dr\A"(s)k(s) ds
= -

¡ ic(s)ds+{ Wu(t, s)Au(s)k(s) ds.
Jo
Jo

Hence, (4.6) is equivalent to

Wu(t,0)A\0)k(0)= k(0)- P h(t-r)A(r)W,(r, 0)A\r)k(0) ds.
Jo

But this relation follows by applying (1.6), with 5 = 0, to ^"(0)A:(0).
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We have thus proved that the function «(0, given by the right-hand side of (1.9),

is a solution of (1.4). Since by (1.7) |y4(0"(0ll is bounded by const r""1 as i->0,
«(0 is also a strong solution. Consequently, it coincides with the solution whose
existence is asserted in Theorem 1.

5. Further properties; of W. We have not proved so far that Wit, s) is a bounded
operator. This we shall do in this section, but only under an additional condition
on the Ait). Our method is to rewrite (1.5) in a "weak" form and prove that this
equation has a solution which is a bounded operator function. Then we show that
this solution coincides with the fundamental solution of §1. In the following
condition p is a number satisfying: 0^p< 1.
(B„) The domain D{A") of A°{t) is independent of t, and for any t, r in [0, F),

(5.1)

||M(0-^(r)]^-"(T)||

where C, a are positive constants, and 0<a^

<LC'|r-r|«
1.

Note that {BB)implies (B).
If (Bc) holds, then we can rewrite the function/"(w; 0 of (3.4) in the form

f/ß;t)

= ^hit-r){[AiO-Air)}A-Ar)}AAr)uir)dr

(5.2)

+W)<t)+W)i'Kt-T)u{T)dTFor the sake of reference we also rewrite (3.3), (3.10):

du
jt+hiO)Ait)ü= kiO+fAü;t),
(5.3)

(5.4)

¿KO)
= ¿(0),

«(O= Uit,0)Â:(0)+
f Uit,s)kis)ds+ f Uit,s)fAù;s)ds.
Jo

Jo

Lemmas 2, 3 remain true if Ait) is replaced everywhere by A°{t)Definition, m is a o-weak solution of (1.4) in [0, r0] if «(/) is defined and continuous for O^íSíq,
üiOe DÍA") and .4ß(0"(0 is continuous for 0<t^to,
if

||^"(0«(0|| is integrable in (0, r0)and, finally, if (5.4) holds. If « is a p-weak solution
of (1.4) then we also say that « is a p-weak solution of (5.3) or of (5.4).
If m is a strong solution then ü is obviously a p-weak solution since (see, for

instance, [15])

(5.5)

\\ADit)v\\g const (^(O^H1-"-

Conversely, if m is a p-weak solution then we can proceed analogously to the
proof of the second part of Lemma 4 and show that/,(«; 0 is uniformly Holder
continuous in [0, t0]. From (5.4) it also follows that ||.4(0"(0II ^const f*-1. The
proof that « is a strong solution is then easily completed.
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We have thus established :
Lemma 7. Assume that (A), (B„), (H), (K) hold. Then u is a strong solution of

(1.4) if and only ifu is a p-weak solution of {1.4).
The proof of Lemmas 5, 6 can be modified to prove the existence and uniqueness
of a p-weak solution directly. Thus, instead of the norm (3.14) we now use the
norm

H=

sup KOH+ sup t°-*\\A°(t)v(t)\\.

0<(<io

0<f<fo

Furthermore, in deriving the analog of (3.18) there is no need to use Lemma 1.
The above considerations will next be extended to operator-valued functions.
We say that W(t, s) is a p-weak solution of (1.5) in [0, 7) if W(t, s) is strongly
continuous in (t, s) for 0^szit<T,
if W(t, s) e D(AP) and A"(t)W(t, s) is strongly
continuous in t for s<i<7,
if \\A"(t)W(t, s)\\ is integrable in t in any interval

(s, T—e) with e > 0, and, finally, if
(5.6)

V(t) = U(t, s) + £ U(t, r)Fp(V; r) dr

where
£,(^0

(5.7)

= ^h(t-r){[A(t)-A(r)]A-\r)}A"(r)V(r)dr

+W)v^W)ih{t-T)nT)d^

1/(0= W(t, s) and V(t) is defined by (4.3).
Similarly, one can define a p-weak solution of (1.6). By arguments similar to
those given above, it follows that W„.(t,s) is a strong solution of (1.6) if and only if
Wtt{t,s) is a p-weak solution of (1.6).
We shall need the following condition on h:
(H') n(0)>0, n e C2[0, 7) and h(t) is uniformly Holder continuous in closed

subsets of [0, 7).
Theorem 5. Assume that (A), (B,,), (H') hold. Then there exists a unique p-weak
solution W(t,s) of {1.5) in [0, T). It coincides with the fundamental solution of §1

and it satisfies:

(5.8)

¡A'WWit, s)\\ g constit-s)-».

The proof is similar to the proof of existence and uniqueness of a p-weak solution
of (5.3), as outlined above. The condition (H') arises from the need to have the
condition (3.13) fulfilled. One cannot dispose of the condition (3.13) as in the case
of (5.3). The proof of continuity of W(t, s) in (t, s) is similar to the corresponding

proof for Wu(t, s) in §1.4.
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Finally, if x e DiA") then i>(0- W{t, s)x is easily seen to be a p-weak solution of
v{t) = x~\

hit-r)Air)vir)

dr.

Hence, by Theorem 3 and Lemma 7, Wit, s) coincides with the fundamental
solution of §1.
Corollary
1. 3Wit,s)¡dt
W{t, s) satisfies the equation

(5.9)

and AiOW{t,s)

are continuous for s<t<T,

and

dWit,s)ldt+ hiO)Ait)Wit,s) = FAW; t) (j < t < T)

where Fp is defined in (5.7) with V{t)= W{t,s).
Proof. In fact, if A(0)= 0 then this follows by arguments used in the proof of
the second part of Lemma 4. The restriction A(0)= 0 can be removed by using a
transformation W-+We~et with e = A(0)/A(0).

Corollary
2. If in Theorem 4 we also assume that the conditions (Bp), (H') hold,
then the assertion is valid for any function kit) satisfying (K).

Proof. By linearity, it suffices to prove the corollary for each of the functions
kiO) and kit) —fc(0). Since the assertion for kiO) follows from Theorem 4, we can
now restrict ourselves to functions kit) with fc(0)=0. For the function «(0 given
by the right-hand side of (1.9), one can easily verify that

0(0 = f Wit,s)k{s)ds,
Jo

fAu;0= fFAW;t)kis)ds.
Jo

Substituting (1.9) into (5.4) and using the last two relations and (5.6), we find
that (5.4) holds. Since also ||^"(0m(0II is integrable (by (5.8)), « is a p-weak solution
of (1.4). By Lemma 7 it is also a strong solution, and thus it coincides with the
solution of Theorem 1.
In concluding this section we mention that various bounds which hold for
U{t, s) can be derived also for W{t, s). For instance,

(5.10)

\\Ait)Wit, s)\\ á const(í-í)-1.

The proof of (5.10) in case A(0)= 0 follows immediately from (5.6), (5.8) and the
uniform Holder continuity of F(K; 0- If A(0)^0 then we perform a transformation

W-+We-St with e = A(0)/A(0).
Analogs of (2.7), (2.8) can also be derived.
6. Global bounds on W. In this section, we assume that the conditions (A),

(B,), OT) hold with F=oo. We set

(6.1)

Ait) = A(0)^(0- (A(0)/A(0))7
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and denote by Vit, s) the fundamental solution of the equation dvldt + A{t)v=0.
Then, as is easily verified, Vit, s) = ev<i_s)£/(?,s), where v=A(0)/A(0) and U{t, s) is
the fundamental solution of dv¡dt + hiO)A{t)v=0. Since the inequality

(6.2)

\\A\t)Uit,s)\\ Ú Kit-*)-***-*

is valid for any 0¿ A¿ 1 and positive constants K, a (in fact this follows from [15]
by estimating successively the terms of i> in formula (1.39) of [15]), we also get

(6.3)

\\A\t)Vit, s)\\ è A-(í-j)-V(í-s)

(0 g À £ 1)

with different positive constants K, a.
Our purpose is to obtain a similar estimate for Wit, s). We shall need the following assumption:

(6.4)

|A(0|+ |A(0| Ú K'eu

where A", b are positive constants.
In what follows, various positive constants which are independent

of t, s, r,

o will be denoted by K or by c.
Theorem 6. Assume that (A), (B„), (H'), (6.4) hold with F=oo. FAe«, for
0^s<t<co,

(6.5)

\\A\t)W{t, s)\\ ^ A-(i-i)-V«-s)

for any 0 ¿ A ^ p.

Proof. Writing (5.9) in the form

d\V{t,s)ldt-rÄ{t)W{t,s) = F„
and using (5.7), we can represent W{t, s) in terms of the fundamental

solution

Vit, r):

Wit, s) = Vit, s)+[

(6.6)

Vit, ct){ f hio-r){[Ai<j)-Air)]A-pir)}APir)WÍT,

s) dr\ do

+ f Vit,o)i r A>- r) Wir,S)drXdo

where

fto-Sö-f*1
A(0) A2(0)
Applying /4"(0 to (4.3) with K(0= W(f,s) we get

= A\t) m

*)+ ¡»K £ «(í- r){7+ M"(0 - ^(r)].4 - "(t)}.4»(t)W(t, S)dr.

Writing <f>it,s)=\\Apit)Wit,s)\\, substituting W{t,s) from (6.6) into (6.7) and
using (6.3) (with A= p), (6.4) and the inequality
(6.8)

\\W{r,s)\\ èK\\APir)Wir,s)\\
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(which follows from the boundedness of A °(t)), we get

W> *) = (tSsy e°(t'S)+ K[ eC<t-'Wr,S) dr
from which (6.5) with À= p follows.
Noting that W(t, s) is uniformly bounded if t —szi 1 (this follows from the proof
of Theorem 5), and using (6.8) and (6.5) (with A= p) for the case where t —s> 1,
we obtain (6.5) in the case A=0. Finally, if 0<A<p, we use the inequality (see

[15])
\\A\t)x\\

zi K\\A''(t)x\\x"'\\x\\1-x><'

(xeD(A1'))

with x= W(t, s)y and y varying in X and thus obtain (6.5).
The above proof can be modified to prove, under suitable assumptions, that
||/4A(0H'(^*)II decays exponentially. We shall need the following conditions on
V(t, s) and on n :
(6.9)

\\AB(t)V(t, s)\\ á K(t-s)-pe-a(t-s)

(6.10)

(a > 0),

|Â(/)|+ |n(0| S ee-»1 (e > 0, b > 0).

Corollary.
Let the conditions (A), (B0), (H') hold with T=oo and assume also
that (6.9), (6.10) hold. If e is sufficiently small, depending on all the other constants
which appear in all the previous assumptions, then there exists a positive number 8
such that, for 0zis<t<co,

(6.11)

\\AÄ(t)lV(t,s)\\ zi K(t-s)-*e-a«-s)

for any 0 £ A z%P.

The proof is omitted.
7. Differentiability of solutions. Let «(0 be a solution of (1.4). Then it satisfies
(3.1). If A:,n are uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of [0, 7), then the
same is true of the right-hand side of (3.1). Hence we can apply the differentiability
theorem stated in §1.2 for m = 0, and conclude that dujdt and Au are uniformly
Holder continuous in closed subsets of (0, 7).
Similarly, if k, h have one strong derivative, uniformly Holder continuous in
closed subsets of [0, 7), then using the previous result we see that the same is
true of the right-hand side of (3.1). Hence, if A(t)A~\0) has one strong derivative
which is uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of (0, 7) then by the abovementioned differentiability theorem with m= 1, it follows that d2ujdt2 and A(du\dt)
exist and are uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of (0, 7).
We can now differentiate (3.1) once with respect to t and repeat the previous
argument. Proceeding in this manner step-by-step, we arrive at the following

theorem.

Theorem 7. Let (A), (B) hold and let h(0)>0. Assume that /1(0^_1(0) has m
strong derivatives (m § 0) which are uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of
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(0, 7), and that h(t), h(t) have m + 1 (strong) derivatives which are Holder continuous
in closed subsets of[0, T). Then any solution u(t) o/(1.4) has m+ 1 strong derivatives,
and these derivatives are uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of (0, T).

One can prove, by a method similar to [15], the following:

Theorem 8. Let (A), (B) hold and let h(0) > 0. Assume that A(t)A " ^0) is analytic
in t in the interval (0, T) and that h(t), k(t) are also analytic in t in the interval [0, 7).
Then any solution u(t) o/(1.4) is analytic in t in the interval (0, T).

Remark. Differentiability of solutions for t in the semiclosed interval 0 :£ t < T
can be obtained on the basis of Theorem 7. Suppose for simplicity that k(0)=0

and set £(0 = 0 for - 1 ^?<0. Extend h(t), A(t) to - 1 zit<0 so that the extended
functions are as smooth in [—1, 7) as the original functions in [0, 7). We can
now rewrite (1.4) in the form
(7.1)

u(t) = k(t)-[

h(t-r)A(r)u(r)dr

since, by uniqueness, u(r) = 0 for —1 ¿ ráO. Now one can apply Theorem 7 in the
interval (-1,7)
and thereby derive differentiability properties for «(0 in [0, 7).

8. Other types of ,4(0- In this section we generalize the results of §§1, 5 to
equations with ,4(0 satisfying conditions different from (A), (B); ,4(0 is still a
densely defined, closed linear operator with domain D(A) independent of /. We
impose the following conditions :
(A*) The resolvent of A(t) exists for all Ozitzi7, ASO, and

(8.1)

||(A/-^(0)_1|l = l/(c+lAl) for some c > 0.

(B*) ,4(0/1 _1(0) is a bounded operator, strongly continuously

differentiable in

[0, 71.
It follows that for s, t in [0, 7],
(8.2)

\\A(t)A-\s)\\ z%C,

\\A(s)A-\t)\\ z%C,

\\A(t)A-\s)\\ z%C

where À{t)A~\s) is the strong derivative of A(t)A~1(s).
Remark. The results stated below remain valid if c=0. Indeed, by a transformation of the form M->we£i we may pass from the case c = 0 to the case c>0.
Under the above conditions it was proved by Kato [9], [10] that the system

du[dt+ A(t)u =f(t),
(8.3)

u(0) = M0,

has a unique solution provided u0 e D(A) and /(/) is continuously differentiable.
Furthermore, the solution can be represented in the form

(8.4)

u(t) = U(t, 0)u0+ £ U(t, s)f(s) ds
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solution") has the following properties:

Uit, s) is strongly continuous in (j, t) for 0 ¿ s ¿ t í T;
Uit, s)A-\s)

is strongly continuously differentiable in t for s^t^T;

Ait)Uit,s)A-\s)
is well defined and is strongly continuous in t for s S t S T, and

I Uit,s)A~As)= Ait)Uit,s)A-\s).
For later references we state the following lemma which is obtained from the

proofs in [9], [10]:
Lemma 8. Consider the integral

F(0= f Uit,s)fis)ds,
where fit) is continuously differentiable in [T0, T] and T0 is any point in [0, T). Then

Fit) £ DiA)for any t e [T0, T), and

\\AiOFiOW
¿el

sup 1/(5)11+sup dfis)
dt

vvAereC is a constant independent of T0, f.

We assume the following conditions on A and k :

(H*)

A(0)> 0 and A£ C3[0,F).

(K*)

kiO) e DiA) and kit) is twice continuously differentiable in [0, T).

We can now proceed without difficulty to prove an analog of Theorem 1. For
simplicity we assume that A(0)= 0. Consider first the integral equation (3.10). To
prove existence and uniqueness of a solution, we introduce the space B%of functions
u(0 from [0, t0] into DiA) such that v{t) and Ait)v{t) are continuous in [0, r0],
and the norm is

|||t| = 0<í<ío
sup IKO11+
sup M(0K0ll0<í<ío
We then notice, using (B*), and (H*), that/(ü; 0 (defined in (3.4)) is continuously
differentiable. Hence the transformation Sv can be defined in the same way as in
§3, and it maps B$ into itself.
Instead of (3.17) we now have

S const r|||u|
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Using Lemma 8 (instead of Lemma 1) we can then prove that S maps £Jm into
itself and is a contraction. Next, a step-by-step procedure yields the existence and
uniqueness of a solution of (3.10) for0z%t<T. Since/(ö; 0 ¡s continuously differentiable in [0, 7), by the previously stated results concerning (8.3) it follows that u(t)
is a solution of (1.4). Since conversely for every solution u(t) of (1.4), the corresponding ù is a solution of (3.10) (here again we use the observation that/(iî; 0
is continuously differentiable), it follows that the above solution u(t) is unique.
We have thus proved :
Theorem 9. Assume that (A*), (B*), (H*), (K*) hold. Then there exists a unique
solution u(t) of (1.4). ,4(0"(0 and du(t)\dt are continuous for 0 <. t< T.

Theorem 2 extends to the present case only if we take p-=l. Instead of (1.7)
we now have: A{t)Wy{t,s) is continuous in t for s <./<£. Note that Wy(t,s)

reduces to U(t, s)A'\s)

if h = 1.

We define W(t, s)= Wy(t, s)A(s) as the fundamental

solution of (1.4) or (1.5).

(1.8) holds if x e D(A). (1.9) holds if A:(0)e D(A), k(s) e D(A), and if A(s)k(s) is
continuous in [0, 7).
The results of §5 can be generalized for 0 < p < 1. If p = 0 and (for simplicity) A
is independent of t, then we can actually replace the condition (A*) by the following
weaker condition:

(A**) The resolvent of A exists for all ASO and

|(A/-,4)-1 Spf^s

(ASO;»-1,2,...)

where M, c are positive constants.
We mention that the condition (A**) with c=0 is necessary and sufficient in
order for A to generate a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded operators
e'tA for 0<.r<oo. Similarly, the condition (A*) with c = 0 and (A) are necessary
and sufficient for A to generate a strongly continuous semigroup of contraction
operators and analytic semigroups respectively; for proofs, see Hille-Phillips [8]

and Yosida [20].
In case (A**) holds, the previous assertions concerning (8.3) remain true (Phillips
[13]). Hence, Theorem 9 remains true if the conditions (A*), (B*) are replaced by

(A**).
The results mentioned in the two paragraphs following Theorem 9 also remain
true in the present case.
Proceeding analogously to §5 (with p = 0), we find that if (A**) holds then
W(t, s) is a bounded continuous operator for 0 <.s <. t < T. Furthermore,
W(t,s)-e-a-s)hmA

is strongly continuously differentiable in /, for 0 <.í <. t < T.
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9. The case A(0)= 0. We first assume that A(0)= 0 but A(0)¿0.
Differentiating (1.4) twice with respect to t and setting

(9.1)

«(O = «0+À?

£ hit-r)uir) dr,

we get

(9.2)

d2ü¡dt2+hiO)Ait)ü = /(«; t)

where

fAÜ;t) = K0+ Çhit-r^AiO-Air^A-Ar^AirM^dr
Jo

(9.3)

hi0)du

A<3)(0), .

1 f*

w

w . ,

Substituting ù=ûeet where 2e=-A(0)/A(0), Â{t) = hi0)A{t)+ 8 where S is an
appropriate constant, (9.2) takes the form

(9.4)

d2u¡dt2+Ait)u = fAû; t)

where

fx{û;t) = e-"k{t)+ Ç e-^-"hit-r){[AiO-Air)]A-\r)}
Jo

Air)[e-"u{r)]

dr+

g{t- r)Û{r) dr

where g(0 is a suitable function which belongs to the same differentiability class

as A(4)(0Formally, (1.4) is equivalent to the equation (9.4) with the initial conditions

(9-6)

ö(0) = *(0),
.
.
,
dûiO)ldt= Ä:(0)
+ (A(0)/2A(0))Ä:(0).

One can now apply known results for (9.4), (9.6) in case/Í(¿7; t) is replaced by a
given function of t in order to solve the system (9.4), (9.6). Thus, in some instances,

if A{t) is as in §1 and if A(0)> 0, 8^0 then there is a way of reducing (9.4), (9.6)
to a system of the form

(9.7)

ft + Bit)v=f*iv;t),
viO) = D0,

where Bit) is as in §8 and/*(r; t) has a form similar to (9.5). The results of §8
can then be applied, thus yielding the existence of a unique solution of (1.4).
Example. Ait)= -A where A is the Laplace operator in 3 variables (D(^) can
be defined in various ways). (9.4) has the form

(9.8)

d2u\dt2-ku =/(«; 0 *(Â'- A(O)A-S).
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The reduction to the form (9.7) with B as in §8 is done by setting v = (u, w) where
w = (wy, w2, w3) is given by

,.

du

ôw

,

For the Cauchy problem corresponding to the same operator A(t)=— A, the
fundamental solution (of the wave operator) is known explicitly and one can
therefore treat (9.8), (9.6) directly (instead of reducing it to the form (9.7)).
Consider now the case where hu\0) = 0 for/=0, 1.m—1,
and n(m)(0)^0.
By differentiating (1.4) m+1 times, we obtain an equation of the form
Jm + ljj

(9-9)

m

^¡+

Am-if.

2 ai^+h^(0)A(t)u

= /„(ff; t) (aj constants).

If one can solve the corresponding Cauchy problem with/m(w; 0 replaced by a
given function of t, and if one can further establish suitable a priori estimates on
the solution (or estimates on the fundamental solution), then one may also be
able to solve the Cauchy problem for (9.9) using a fixed-point theorem.

10. Applications and generalizations. Let x=(xy,...,
xn) be a variable point in
the n-dimensional euclidean space £n, and let B<^Rn he a bounded domain with a
smooth boundary BB. Set O = £x(0, 7). We consider linear partial differential
operators

(10.1)

L(x, t,D)=

2 a<Ax,t)Da
lalSv

with smooth coefficients aa(x, t) in Q, where a = (al5..., an), |a| =ay+
Da = dwjdxyi ■■■ôx„n. L is said to be strongly elliptic ifv = 2m and
(-

■1)» Re / 2

- - ■+<*„,

««(*. *)?\ = y\(\2m (y > 0)

liai = 2m

J

for all (x, t) e £2, where £"= £"» •• • f"" and y is a constant independent of (x, t).
We take X to be the Banach space W$m(B) (l<p<co)
consisting of all functions
in £"(£) whose first 2m-derivatives in the sense of distributions are also functions
in LP(B). The norm is given by

H = |a|S2m
2 P"«lk'<»Denote by ,40(0 the operator L(x, t, D) defined on all the C° functions in B which
satisfy homogeneous "regular" elliptic boundary conditions on dB which are
independent of t. The simplest example of such conditions is provided by the
Dirichlet conditions, i.e., the conditions that the function and all its normal derivatives up to order m—l are zero on dB.
The operator A0(t) can be extended to a closed operator A0{t). It is known (see
Agmon [1] and the references given there) that there exists a number y0 such that
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the operator Ait) = Ä0{t) + y0I has a domain dense in X and independent of t,
and satisfies the conditions (A), (B) of §1.
Applying Theorems 1, 7 and the Sobolev inequalities, we conclude that there
exists a unique solution uix, t) of (1.4) and it is sufficiently smooth in 2?x(e, F)
for any e > 0.
As for the condition (Bfl), it follows from results of Kato [11] that if X= WimiB)
then, for some class of elliptic boundary conditions (the Dirichlet conditions are
included), the domain of A"{t) is independent of t if 0^p< 1/2. From [7] it also

follows that (5.1) holds (when X= WlmiB)) if all the coefficients aa(x, t), in (8.1),
with |a| S:2wp —«/2 are independent of t.
The results of §8 apply to "hyperbolic" equations. As an example we consider
(1.4) with A{t) the operator —iL{x, t, D)u arising in the Schrödinger equation,

i.e., L is a second-order elliptic operator with smooth coefficients in Q.= Bx [0, T].
With a standard boundary condition, the conditions (A*), (B*) are satisfied if the
coefficients of L and the boundary conditions are sufficiently smooth.
Generalizations.
Most of the results of the present chapter extend with minor
modifications to integral equations of the form

„(0 = kit)-

f AÍÍ-T, r)Air)uir) dr

(the condition A(0)>0 is replaced by A(0,0>0)- This is true also if h{t—r, t) is
not a scalar function but a bounded operator which commutes with the Ais),
provided the operators /1*(0 = A(0, 0^(0 satisfy the same conditions that the
A{t) were assumed to satisfy in the previous sections.
We finally mention that Theorem 1 can be extended to nonlinear integral
equations of the form

U{t)= k(t)- f hit-r)Air)uir) dr+ Ç git, r, M(r))dr
Jo

Jo

provided that for any F>0, the conditions ||t;|| fíR, \\w\\£R imply

¡git, r, A-pi0)v)-git',

r, A-»i0)w)\\ ï CiR)i\t-tT+

\\v-w\\)

for some v e (0, 1]. However, the existence and uniqueness theorem we get is only a
local one. The proof is obtained by combining the proof of Theorem 1 with the
proof of Theorem 7 in [15]. The case where A=A{t, u) is nonlinear in u can also
be treated in this way.

11. Some results in Hilbert space. Let F be a Hilbert space, and let A be a selfadjoint, positive operator in A. Suppose « is a solution of

(11.1)

du/dt+ Au =/(0

(11.2)

w(0) = «o

(0 < / < T),
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where u0 e D(Am) and f(t) is continuous in [0, 7). We then have (cf. [14]):
Lemma 9. Under the foregoing assumptions,

(11.3)

P \\Auf dt z%P ¡/I2 dt+ \\All2u0\\2for 0 < s < T.

Jo

Jo

Proof. It suffices to consider the case where u is sufficiently smooth, since the
general case then follows by approximation. We have:

(11.4)

ll/P = \\duldt+ Au\\2= \\du¡dt\\2+\\Au\\2+J

where

J = (du/dt, Au)+ (Au, du\dt) = d(u, Au)\dt = d\Av2u\2\dt.
Now integrate (11.4) and use the last expression for J.
Lemma 9 can be used to solve (1.4) in case u, k are functions with values in the
Hubert space £ and A(t) is "nearly self-adjoint." We maintain the assumption
(A), but replace (B) by the following assumption :
(C) (i) For every s e [0, 7) there exists a self-adjoint positive operator As with
domain equal to D(A), such that, for any e>es(t —s),
||,4SM-,4(0"||

^ e||,4sH||+C5(e)||H||;

here es(0 is a continuous function with es(0>0
constant satisfying: Cs(e) ->- oo if e -> 0.

if r/0,

es(0) = 0 and Cs(e) is a

(ii) AsA~\t) and A^A'1 are continuous operators in t.
Under the conditions (A), (C), (K) we can then prove an existence and uniqueness

theorem for (1.4) provided only n(0)>0 and h e C^O, T).
The proof is obtained step-by-step on r-intervals. In the first step we consider
(3.1) and rewrite it in the form

^ + h(0)A0U= h(0)[A0-A(t)]u(t) + k(t)-j

h(t- r)A(r)u(r) dr.

We then apply the technique of §3, employing Lemma 9 instead of Lemma 1.
Further details are omitted.
It is worth noting that the condition (C) is satisfied for strongly elliptic equations
(with "regular" elliptic boundary conditions) when the leading coefficients are realvalued (compare §7).
Using the equation (3.1) one can immediately extend the differentiability and
analyticity theorems of Friedman [6] (which were derived for equations of the form
(2.3)) to solutions of (1.4). Using the notation of [6], the differentiability theorem

takes the following form :
If k(t) e Hm(0, T), h(t)eCm[0,T)

and A(t)A-\s)

has m-1

continuous t-

derivatives, where m}z2, and if, finally, (1.1) holds for all A pure imaginary with
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|A| ^N where C and N may depend on t, then any solution o/(1.4) is in 77m(e, F-e)

for any e > 0.
The analyticity result is similar.
We conclude with a uniqueness theorem. We shall assume that (1.1) holds for
Re A= a„ where {on} is a sequence of negative numbers which converges to —oo,

and (instead of (1.2)) that
\\[Ait)-A{r)]A-\r)\\

^ S(i-r)

where 8(0 is a continuous function with 8(0) = 0. We finally assume that A(0)>0

and A£ C^O, F). We then have:
Under the foregoing assumptions, if u is a solution (1.4) with k = 0 then u = 0.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 of [4].

Chapter 2. Global Bounds and Asymptotic Behavior
In this chapter we consider the case where A{t) is independent of t, but we
derive very precise global bounds on the fundamental solution. In fact, under
suitable conditions on A and A, we prove that some of these bounds are both
necessary and sufficient in order that a certain relation between A and A should
hold. The bounds are then used to study the asymptotic behavior of solutions.
1. Preliminaries. Let Y be a complex Banach space. By L"ia, b; X) (with
1 ¿¡p S oo) we denote the Banach space consisting of equivalence classes of measurable functions/(0 from (a, b) into X with finite norm

Wfi0\\L><a.»
= {ja\\fi0\\Pdtj

■

When there can be no confusion about the interval (a, b), we denote this norm

simplyby ||/(0lk*.
If/(0

is a function from (0, oo) into X, its Laplace transform/^(j)

is defined by

ns) = j" e-°fit) dt
whenever it exists.
We denote by H"{a; X) the class of all functions gis) from Res>ce
which are analytic in Re s>a and satisfy the following conditions:

(a) sup^J^JI^cr

into X,

+ ^paVj^ao;

(b) gia + ir) = lima-,agio-+ir)

exists

almost

everywhere

and

belongs

to

Lp(-oo, oo; X).

We shall need the following result [8, Theorem 6.3.2]:
Lemma 1. Let fit)eL\0,
T; X) for any T>0 and assume that J"" <rst/(0 dt is
absolutely convergent for any s with Re s>a where a^O. Set

fit, W)= ¿ J^ (lJAyy^tr{y

+ iT)dT (y > a).
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equals zero for

t<0.
Corollary.

Iffy, f2 satisfying the same assumptions as f and if fC(s)=/iT(0

for Re s > a, then fy(t) =f2(t) for almost all t > 0.
We shall also need
Lemma 2. Let g(s) e H\a;

m

X), a^O. Then the function

= é¡ [+'i!eStg(s) ds (y-a)

is defined and independent of y for all t e {-co, co).f(t) is zero for t<0, is continuous
in t, its Laplace transform coincides with g(s), and ifa = 0 it converges to 0 as t -*■oo.
The fact that/is independent of y follows from [8, Theorem 6.4.1] and Cauchy's
theorem ; the other parts of the lemma follow from the remark following Theorem
6.6.1 of [8] and the usual proof of the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem.
We denote by B(X) the Banach space of bounded linear operators on X. For any
linear operator A on X, we denote by o(A) and p(A) the spectrum and the resolvent
sets of A, respectively.
Definition. A measurable function S(0 from (0, oo) into B(X) is called a

fundamental solution of the equation (1.1.4) if S(t) eL\0, T; B(X)) for any 7>0
and if

(1.1)

S(0 = I-A

f h(t-r)S(r) dr for almost all t > 0.

Jo

We shall also call S(t) a fundamental solution of (1.1).
As in Chapter 1, we cannot introduce A inside the integral since AS(r) is generally
not integrable in (0, 7) for any 7>0 (even if n= 1). S(0 may be conceived as a
"weak solution" of (1.5). A different type of weak solution was considered in
subsection 1.5. It will be shown later on that if h is sufficiently smooth then the
fundamental solution S (as presently defined) coincides with the fundamental

solution W of Chapter 1.
We now introduce several conditions which will be used throughout this chapter.
Definition. A linear operator A in X is said to belong to the class 91 if:
(iA) A is closed and densely defined;
(iiA) a(A)<^{\; |arg A| ^w/2-e, Re Aä A0}for some e>0, A0>0;
(iiiA) ¡(A7-^)-1||ác/|A|
if |argA|>7r/2-e.
Note that, for fixed /, the condition (A) of §1.1 coincides with the conditions
(iiA),

(iiiA).

Definition. A scalar function h(t) is said to belong to the class § if:
(ih) n(0)>0 and h(t) is absolutely continuous in [0, 7) for any 7>0;

(iih) h(t)eLA0,œ).
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Since A £ L\0, oo), we can introduce the function

(1.2)

gis) = hiO)+ h~{s) for Re s £ 0.

Since A(0 is a bounded function, the right-hand side of (1.2) is equal to sh~{s)
if Re s > 0. Hence we can define A~(j) by continuity to Re í ^ 0, s # 0 and thus

obtain :

(1.3)

gis) = A(0)+A-» = #»

for Re s ä; 0, s ¥=0.

If g(0)^0, then, by continuity, A~(0)= oo; thus 1/A"(0)=0. In general define
l/A'XO)as the set of all limit points of 1/A"(î) as s -> 0, Re i^O.
The set

(1.4)

A = {-l/A"Xí);Rej ^ 0}

will play a fundamental role throughout this chapter.
Finally we remark that the complex plane will be denoted by C
2. 5 in Fp(0, oo ; F(Y)) for 2^p<co.

The main result of the present section is

the following :

Theorem 1. Let A£ §, A e 31.If
(2.1)

A c p(^i)\{oo} and g(0) ¿ 0

then there exists a fundamental solution 5(0 of (1.1) and 5(0 belongs to
LpiO, oo; BiX))for any p with 2^p<oo. 7/50(0 is another fundamental solution and

ifeatS0i0 belongs to Lr(0, oo; F(Y)) for some r^l,

a^0, then 50(0 = 5(/) almost

everywhere.

Note that the conditions in (2.1) can be stated equivalently as the following
conditions:

(2.2)

A c= piA),

(2.3)

gis) ï 0 for all s with Re s ^ 0.

Lemma 3. Let A £ £, A e 91 and let (2.2) AoW. FAe« there exists an open set A
in the complex plane having the following properties:

°iA) c A,

AnÄ = 0,
A n {A; |A| ^ Xx}c {A; |arg A| ^ n\2-e\2}

for some Xx > 0,

A <={A; Re A Ï: A2} for some X2> 0.
A is a finite union of domains, of which all but one are bounded, and the boundary
C of A consists of a finite number of smooth Jordan arcs.
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Proof. For any s0 > 0, set

Aifa,)= {

l/A~(í);Reí

Aa(ío) = {

l/A"X$);Re¿ ^ 0, \s\ < s0}.

^ 0, \s\ £ j0},

By (1.2),
(2.4)

sh^is) = A(0)+ o(l)

as |i| -> oo.

Hence,
| arg 5 +arg A~(s)| < e/3

if, say, \s\ ^s0. Since Re s^O, this means that

\n-arg[-llh~is)]\

<nl2 + eß.

Consequently,

Aifa) c {A; |ir-argÀ|

< nß + eß}.

From (2.4) it also follows that

\-llfT{s)\ S sx¡2hi0) if \s\ ä slt
provided sx is a sufficiently large number. Thus, if i2 = rnax (s0, sx),

(2.5)

AAs2) c {A; k-arg

A| < 7r/2+ e/3, |A| ^ Xx= Sl/2A(0)}.

The domain

A^folargAl

<nl2-e¡2,\X\ > Xx}

is going to be the part of A which lies outside the circle |A| = Xx.It remains to define
the part of A which lies in the disk | A|^ Xx.
The sets A'=A n {A; |A| ^Xx}, </ = a(/l) n {A; |A| S Xx}are disjoint compact sets,
and the points Zj = Xxeiei(J= I, 2) where 9x=nß-eß,

92= -tt/2 + e/2 do not belong

to these sets. Furthermore, the arc T on [A]= Axjoining zx to z2 clockwise does not
intersect A', whereas the complementary part Y* of the boundary of

{A; |A| < \u Re A > 0}
does not intersect o .

Given a compact set B, its complement consists of domains, one of which is
unbounded. Each of the bounded domains will be called a hole of B.
We claim that there are no holes ofa'uT
which contain points of A'. Indeed,
suppose there is a point A0£ A' lying in a hole 77 of o u T. Observe, by (2.4), that
A contains points A' with |A'| > Xx.Since A is a domain, there is an arc y connecting
A0to A' and lying in A. This arc must intersect o u T, which is impossible since

A n T= 0 (by (2.5)) and A n o' = 0 (by (2.2)).
Suppose first that there are also no holes of A' u F* which contain points of o ,
and denote by A*, o* the sets obtained by "filling" the holes of A, o respectively.
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Then A* n o* = 0. It is easy to show that there is a smooth arc C2 joining zx to
z2 which does not intersect A* u o* and such that the union of Y and the interior
A2 of C2 u T contains a*, but A2nA*=s.
(One way of showing this is to introduce a mesh by lines parallel to the coordinate axes, replace A*, o* by larger closed
sets À, 0 with À n cr= is such that each consists of a finite number of closed
polygons bounded by lines of the mesh.) Thus, the lemma is proved if there are
no holes of A' u T* containing points of a .
It remains to consider the case where some holes of A' u T* do contain points of
o(A). Enumerate these holes and denote them by H}. If their number is finite, then
we modify the previous argument, filling all the holes other than the H}. We then
construct C2 as before such that the union of V and the interior of C2 u F contains
all the points of 0' except those which lie in the H¡. We next construct in each H}
a domain P¡ containing o n H¡, such that £, n A= is. Now we take A2 as the
union of the £; and the interior of C2 u T. It is easily verified that A = int (Ay u A2)
has all the required properties.
To complete the proof of the lemma, we show that the number of the H, must
always be finite. Indeed, if not, then the area of H¡ tends to 0 as / -> 00. We can
therefore pick, for each j, one point a¡ in H¡ n </ and another point ßj in A' such
that |a;—ßj\ ->0 as/-> 00. ßj can be written in the form

ßj = —\lhS{jj) for some a¡ with 1^1 á s2, Re o¡ ^ 0.
We may assume that a¡ —>■
o*. Then

a = lim a, = lim ßj = - 1//T(cr*)-

Since the right-hand side lies in A whereas the left-hand side lies in o(A) (since
o(A) is a closed set), we get a contradiction to (2.2).

Lemma4. Let he^,Ae%

and let (2.1) hold. Let A be as in Lemma 3. Then there

exists a positive constant c such that

(2.6)

|/T(0/(1+ A/T(0)| ác/(|A|+|*|)

for all Ae A and for all s with Re s^ 0.
Notation.
In this and in the following sections, various positive constants
independent of A and s will be denoted by c.
Proof. Rewrite (2.6) in the form

(2.7)

11//T(i)+ A| > c(|A|+ |í|).

If (2.7) is not satisfied then there exist sequences {sn}, {A„}with Re in ^ 0, Ans A

such that
(2.8)

|l//T(5n) + An| è {\Xn\+ \sn\)ln.

We may assume that each of these sequences is either convergent or divergent to 00.
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If sn -> s*, there are two possibilities: either An-* A*, in which case (2.8) implies

1/A~(i*)+ A*= 0,
contradicting the fact that A n A= 0, or An-> oo, in which case (2.8) becomes:

|A„|^ |A„|/«+ c, which is impossible.
Suppose next that sn -> oo. Using (2.4), we obtain from (2.8)

(2.9)

K/A(0) + O(ín)+ An| é i\Xn\+ \sn\)ln.

If An-»■A* then it follows that |s„| ^c\sn\ln + c, which is impossible. Hence An-> oo.
Consider next the case where {sJXn} is a convergent sequence. By selecting a
subsequence we may assume that An/|An|->ei9. Since An£ A, we have cos 6>0.

Dividing both sides of (2.9) by | An| and letting « -> oo, we get
|lim(jn/|An|) + cos 0 + /sin B\ = 0.
Since Re sn £ 0, the last equality is impossible.
Thus we may assume that sn/Xn -»■oo, i.e., Xn/sn—>0. Dividing

both sides of

(2.9) by |j„| and letting «->co, we then get 1/A(0)=0, which is impossible. This
completes the proof of the lemma.
We proceed to the construction of a fundamental solution. First we obtain
explicit formulas by formal calculations. Taking the Laplace transform of (1.1) we

get S~is) = I¡s-Ah~is)S~is),

so that

(2.10)

STis) = [sI+g{s)A]-\

The right-hand side can be expressed by the Dunford integral (see [2, p. 601])

(2.11)

¿£(A7-/í)-15a(í)í/A,

where

(2.12)

SAs) = 1/(J+ Xgis)) (A£ Ä, Re s è 0)

and C is as in Lemma 3. Thus we shall first study the function in (2.12). (But see
the remark at the end of this section.)

Lemma 5. Let he$,
for Re i>0,

AeSE and let (2.1) hold. Then the function SAs) is analytic

continuous for Re s^0, and satisfies

(2.13)

|5Afa)|^c/(|A| + |s|).

Proof. The assertions concerning analyticity and continuity follow from the
corresponding properties for gis) and the fact (see Lemma 3) that s+Ag(j)^0 if

A£Ä, Re s^0. Next,

\SAs)\ = ll\s[l + Xh~is)]\g c/|g(s)|(|A| + |í|)
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by Lemma 4. Since, by (1.2) and (2.3),

(2.14)

|l/g(Ol è c,

(2.13) follows.
From Lemma 5 it follows that SA(s)belongs to H"(0; C), where/» is any number
with l</7^oo. Therefore, a standard argument shows that Sh(s) is the Laplace
transform of a function SA(0 and
S¿t) = ±}jí^e«Sh(s)ds.

By the theorem of M. Riesz, if 2¿/?<oo and l/q+ l/p= 1,

||sA(0IL>è c[j"°° |sA(0|«H]1,a
(2.15)

rr*- _1*1_11"<_£_
= CU-i0o(|A|
+ M)«J 5]Äp'

where (2.13) has been used.
Let Cn be the intersection of the contour C of Lemma 3 with the disk {A; | A| ^ n}.
Consider the function

SÁt)= éljc

W-Ay'SxiOdX.

The operator SA(/) can be shown to be analytic in A for Ae A and any fixed t >0,
but since this fact is not needed we omit the proof.
We claim that {S„(0} is a Cauchy sequence in £p(0, oo; B(X)) for any 2Sp<co.
In fact, if n > m and C" = Cn\Cm,

|sn(0-sm(0|B(x>

á ¿ jc¡ ||(A/-/1)-1||B(X)|SÄ(0| |rfA|

Hence, by (2.15),

||Sn(0-Sm(0||£>
^ c Jef tMtûï^O
|A|

if»,»«-»«.

The limit in £"(0, oo; B(X)) of the Sn(0 is denoted by

(2.16)

S(0 = ¿. J (AJ-iO-'-WO
</A.

Since S(0 is in £"(0, oo; £(A0), <t has a Laplace transform S~(0, defined for
Re j>0. Using Fubini's theorem we get from (2.16),

(2.17)

S~(s) = ¿ j (A/- A)- 'S As)d\ = [sI+g(s)A]' \

where the last equality follows from [2, p. 601].
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We now prove that the function 5(0 defined by (2.16) is a fundamental solution.

From (2.17) we have:

(2.18)

(7+ ITis)Ä)Sris) = -1.

Applying A'1 to both sides of this equality, we get

(2.19)

A- 1ST{s)+ hTis)Sris) = A-1 ¡s.

We shall now verify the relation

(2.20)

A-'SiO+Ç Kt-r)Sir) = A-1.
Jo

Since A ~x is a bounded operator and 5 e Lp(0, oo ; F(X)), the convolution theorem
shows that the Laplace transforms of both sides of (2.20), for Re j>0, coincide
with the corresponding sides in (2.19). By the Corollary to Lemma 1 it follows that

(2.20) is valid.
From (2.20) we see that the convolution A * 5 is in the domain of A. Applying

A to both sides of (2.20), (1.1) follows.
To prove uniqueness, suppose 50(0 is another fundamental solution, and
suppose that eaiS0i0 eLri0, oo; BiX)) for some r^ 1, a^0. Writing (1.1) for 50,
applying A'1 and then taking the Laplace transform, we get (2.19) for 5^(i)
when Res>a. Applying A to this equation we get (2.18) for 5^. Hence 5~(¿)

= 5o"(s) if Res>a.

By the Corollary to Lemma 1 it follows that S{t) = S0{t)

almost everywhere.
Remark. If BiX) is a Hilbert space, the proof of Theorem 1 can be simplified.
In fact, we define 5~(j) by (2.10), and using (2.5) and (iiiA)we obtain

(2.21)

|STf)|Se/(l

+ |*|).

Since BiX) is a Hilbert space, and since S~{s) is analytic for Res>0 and (by
(2.21)) in L" (1 <a^oo) on vertical lines, we conclude that 5^(i) is the Laplace
transform on operator function 5(0 e7P(0, oo; BiX)) for any 2^p<oo, and

[[\mrdt]llp¿c[¡[js-is)\nds\]llq

(i+i = i).

One can now verify, as before, that 5(0 is a fundamental solution. When BiX)
is a Banach space, the theory of Fourier transform is not available to be applied
to the operator 5^(s). Consequently, it is not possible to assert directly that
S^is) is a Laplace transform. Thus we were forced to study the scalar functions
S£{s) first and, for this purpose, to prove Lemmas 3 and 4.
3. 5 in L\0, oo ; BiX)). In this section we shall strengthen the conditions on
A and then prove that 5(0 belongs to L"(0, oo; BiX)) for any 1 ¿,p<oo. Note that,

by Holder's inequality and Theorem 1, if one proves that 5(/)eL1(0, oo; BiX))
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and thus for all 1 z¡p<ao. We shall

also derive necessary conditions for the existence of a fundamental solution which
is in 7^0, oo ; B(X)). For n monotone decreasing and 2:0, the necessary conditions
are precisely the conditions (2.1).
We need the following condition on A:
(iiih) th(t)eL\0,oz).
Theorem 2. Let n e £>, A e 91 and let (iiih) and (2.1) hold. Then there exists a
fundamental solution S(t) 0/(1.1) in Lp(0, oo; B(X))for all lzip<oo.
Proof. All we have to prove is that the fundamental solution S(0 which was
constructed in §2 belongs to £x(0, oo ; B(X)).
We first extend Lemma 5 :

Lemma 6. Let he&, Ae'ñ and let (iiih) and (2.1) hold. Then, in addition to the
assertions of Lemma 5, we have:

(3.1)

|SA(¿)| â c|A|/(|A|+ |j|)* for Re s ^ 0, Ae X.

Proof. From (2.12) we have:
(3.2)

SA(s)= -[l + Ag'(0][^A(0]2.

A simple calculation shows that g'(s) is the Laplace transform of - th(t). Therefore,
by (iiih), g'(s) is a bounded function for Re i>0. (3.1) now follows from (3.2) and

(2.13).
Lemma 7. Let the assumptions of Lemma 6 hold. Then

(3.3)

||fSA(0|U»£ c/|A|*»,

if2g/><oo,

(3.4)

¡SK{t)\\L>
¿ cl\X\u*,

iflá/>*2,

zi c/|A|1/p,

if2</><oo.

Proof. (3.4) with 2-¿p<co was proved in §2 (see (2.15)). Since §'A{s)is the Laplace
transform of —/SA(0, we can proceed analogously to the paragraph following the
proof of Lemma 5 and, using (3.1), obtain (3.3). Next,

||sA(0IL'
^ [£ l^0la A^ + IPpí]1 '[[ \ts,(t)\2dt]1
zi ||S,X0IU»+||tfA(0IU»aprp
where we have used (2.15) and (3.3). Having proved (3.4) for/?=l, the result for
1 <p < 2 follows from the results for p = 1 and p S 2, by using Holder's inequality.
Using (3.4) we can now proceed as in §2 to show that S(0 is the limit in

£"(0, oo; B(X)) of the Sn(t), for any 1 úp<2. Thus S(t)eLF(0, oo; B(X)) and the
proof is complete.
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We next prove a theorem which shows that the condition (2.2) and a part of the
condition (2.3) are necessary for 5(0 to belong to LAO, oo; BiX)).
Theorem 3. Let A e §, A e 91and assume that there exists a fundamental solution

5(0 o/(Ll) in L\0, oo; BiX)). Then(2.2)holdsandg(0)^0.
Proof. To prove that g(0) / 0 we use (2.19) (which follows from (2.18)). Multiplying both sides by s and taking s —>0, we get (since 5^(0 is continuous in s)

g(0)5-(0) - A'*;
hence g(0)/0. To prove (2.2), note that S~{s) must satisfy (2.18) and must be a
uniformly bounded operator for Re s^0. Writing (2.18) in the form

(3.5)

iXI-A)gis)S"is) = -I

(A = -l/A-(i))

and recalling that gis) is a bounded function for Re s ^ 0, we conclude that for each

point Ae A n piA)
||(A7—.4)_1|| ^c

(c is independent of A).

Hence there exists a disk about A, with radius 8 independent of A, which is contained in piA). Thus the set A n piA) is closed and open in A. If we show that it is
also nonempty then, since A is a closed domain, the set A n PiA) must coincide
with A, i.e., A c p(A). Now, in the first steps of the proof of Lemma 3 it was shown

that if |j| is sufficiently large and Re ¿SO, then A= —1/A^(i) belongs to piA);
thus, in fact, A n piA) is nonempty.
Consider the case where A(0 is monotone decreasing and nonnegative. Then,

by (1.2),

\gis)\^ A(0)-I"*|e-s,A(0|dt ä; A(0)+f" hit)dt = A(oo)
Jo

Jo

if Re 5^0, and

g(0) = A(0)+fCDA(0^ = A(oo).
Jo

Hence (2.3) holds if and only if g(0)#0, i.e., if and only if A(oo)^0. Combining
Theorems 2, 3 we thus obtain :
Theorem 4. Let A e 91 and let h be a nonnegative monotone decreasing function
in £, satisfying (iiih). Then there exists a fundamental solution 5(0 of (1.1) in

L\0, oo; BiX)) if and only //(2.1) holds, or if and only iF (2.2) holds and A(oo)>0.
4. Further bounds on 5. In this section we replace the condition (iiih) of §3 by
the stronger condition :
(iiih') thiO e L\0, oo) and, for some p with 1 <p ^ 2, h{t) e Lp(0, oo) and

(4.1)

T |A(t+ 0-A(t-0|p¿t = Oit) así-^0.

J —«
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We shall then prove that S(t) is continuous and converges to 0 as t -*>oo. We
shall also get an estimate on A"S for 0 < p ^ 1, which will be needed in §6.
Lemma 8. Let h e § and let (iiih') hold. Then h(t) has a Laplace transform

fT{s) e H"{0, C)for alll<qzioo.
Proof. Since h(t)eL\

h~(s) e //°°(0, C). By [19, Theorem 84], we have that

h~(s) e H"(0, C) for every 1 <qHkpAP~ 0- Now use Holder's inequality to get the
assertion for any 1 < cjr^oo.
Theorem 5. Let he§, Ae% and let (2.1) and (iiih') hold. Then S(t) is continuous
for t ^0 and its norm approaches zero as í —>oo.

Proof. Let £(0 be the fundamental solution of dv¡dt+h(0)Av=0 (see §1.2).
Using (2.13) and the first equation in (2.17), we get

(4.2)

||S-(5)|| Ú c jc |SA(0|^

Ú t^

if Re ^

0.

By [8], £^(0 exists and is given by
(4.3)

E~(s) = [jZ+niO)^]-1.

Using the second relation in (2.17) we then obtain

ST{s) = E-(s)-[g(s)-h(0)]AE~(s)S~(s)

(4-4)

= E~(s)-lT(s)AE~(s)S~(s),

where the facts that the operators £~, S~, AE~ and AS~ (by (2.17)) are bounded
and commute with each other have been used. We can thus write

(4.5)

ST{s)= JT(i)-rt»)

where

¡7»||

g |n»|

¡AE-(s)\\ \\S-(s)\\ Í (*/(! +|/|»|/h»|î

here we used (4.2) and the fact that |M£^(0ll a«.
Since, by Lemma 8, \hS(s)\ eL2 on vertical lines Re s=a^0,
||7~(j)|| belongs to
L1 on these vertical lines. Hence 7^(0 e Hx(0; B(X)). By Lemma 2 it is therefore
the Laplace transform of a continuous operator-valued function 7(0, and

||7(0|| ->0 así -+oo.
From (4.4) and the Corollary to Lemma 1 we get:

(4.6)

S(0 = E(t)-T(t)

and since (see [8]) E{t) is continuous in / and ||£(/)|| ->0 as i-^oo, the proof is
complete.
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and let (2.1) and (iiih') hold. Then,for any 0 ^ p £ 1,

.4"5(0 is a bounded operator for t>0, and

(4.7)

M"5(0|| Ú c\tp.

Proof. By (2.17),

\AST\iy\ = \\A[sI+g{s)A]-i\\

= ||[7-(7+A-(í)^)-i]/g(í)i
= \ii-ssyßyugto\.
Using (2.14), (4.2), we then get
\\AS-is)\\ S c
Hence, by (1.5.5) with A{t)=A, v = S~is),

(4.8)

\\ApS~is)\\Ú cAi + \s\y-p.

Next, from the definition of A~" and from (4.3) it follows that A~p commutes
with F"\ Hence A1+pE~A-p = AE~. It follows that A1+PE~=>AE~AP. Since
AE~A"S~ is a bounded operator, we then obtain the equality

A1 +PE~S~ = AE~A»S~.

Hence (4.4) gives

(4.9)

A»S~is)-ApE~is) = -h~is)AE~is)ApS~is) = Gis).

Noting, by (4.3) and (iiiA),that ||.4F~(.s)|| ^c and using (4.8), we then obtain

||G(0|| úicAl + \s\y-p)\h~is)\.
By Lemma 8, the right-hand side belongs to LA on any vertical line Rej = a
with a^O. Observing next, by (4.3), that AE^is) is analytic in s for Re i=gO, and,
by (2.17), that AS^is) (and, therefore, A°S~is)) is analytic in s for Res^O, we

see that G{s) is analytic in s for Re s ^ 0. We can therefore apply Lemma 2 and
conclude that there exists a bounded operator 7/(0 such that 77^(i) = G(i). Hence

also iA-pHTis) = A-pGis).
Writing (4.9) in the form

S~is)-E'As) = A'"Gis)
and applying the Corollary to Lemma 1 we get

5(0 -F(0 = A-"Hit).
Hence,

(4.10)

\\A"Sit)-AŒiO\\ = ||77(0|| Ú c.

Since, finally, \ApE{t)\-ác¡tp, (4.7) follows.
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5. Further bounds on S (continued).
Definition. We say that n belongs to the class §n if n satisfies the conditions
Oh), (iih) of §1 (i.e., if n e §) and the additional conditions:
(a) tnh(t)eL\0,
oo);
(ß) for some p, with 1 <pû2, h(t)eLp(0, oo) and (4.1) holds. If instead of (a)

we have :
(a') e*h(t) eL\0,

oo) for some v>0,

then we say that n belongs to §„,.
The results of §4 were obtained under the assumption that n e ¡Qy.In this section
we assume that he&nor he!gx and obtain additional bounds on S.

Theorem 7. Let n e §„, ,4 e 9i and let (2.1) hold. Then
(l + tn-1)S(t)eL\0,ao;B(X)).

Proof. We first prove by induction on k (0 zi k z%n) that

(5.1)

ISHOIS c 2 |A|'/(|A|
+ kiy+1 ic = c{k)).
y=o

For k = 0, this is just (2.13). Assuming that (5.1) holds for all A:^n-1 we shall
prove it for k=n.
Differentiating (3.2) n-1 times we get,

sr = -(î+Ag'xs^-^-A

2 (n.l)g(n-l\^
y=o \ J /

(5.2)

= -(1 + Xg')mJ= 0 f""1)^-1-*»^
\ W /
y= o \ J

/

m= 0 W

From g(i)=n(0) + A^(i) we derive, by a simple calculation,

and by our assumptions on n we conclude that |ga)(s)| ¿c for all s with Re j^O.
Using this fact and the inductive assumption (5.1) for Oz%kSn—l, we obtain
from (5.2) the inequality (5.1) with k = n.
We can now proceed similarly to the proof of Lemma 7, noticing that §T\s)
is (for Ozimzin) the Laplace transform of (- l)"7mSA(0- We obtain

|r»SA(0|U»
Ú \&PU)W = cl\X\il2.
Using this result for m=n, m=n— 1 and arguing as in the proof of Lemma 7, we
get

ii-^xMi* = ci\xr.
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Employing this inequality, we obtain from (2.16):

|f»-*5(*)jU'= c £ ¡t^SAOy

^

S e £ rj^

< oo,

and the proof is complete.
In the previous proof we have only derived an analog of Lemma 7 with p=2.
The analogous results for p ä 2 can also be obtained in the same way. This leads

to the following:
Corollary.

Let h e $n, A e 21and let (2.1) AoW.Then

{I+ t»)Sit)eL»iO, co; BiX))
for every p with 2 ¿¡p < oo.

Theorem 8. Let he&a,
for some a > 0.

AeW and let (2.1) AoW.Then eai5(0 eL°°(0, oo; BiX))

Proof. We already know that 5(0 eL°°(0, oo; BiX)), that S~{s) is analytic for
Re s ^ 0, and that it satisfies (4.2). If we can prove that 5~(s) is analytic for
Re s ^ —ot and

(5.3)

|5»||

then, by Lemma 2, S~is-a)

f{t)=\

¿ c/(l + |s|)

-a

(for Re j^O) will be the Laplace transform of

estS~{s-a)ds
Jy —ioo

for any y^0,

for Re s^

8=y —a, and/(/)

= ettt

estS"is)ds
Jô-im

will be a bounded function. Since the integral on

the right-hand side is equal to 5(0, it will follow that eat||5(0|| ¡gc.
It remains to prove the analyticity of 5~(s) in Re s ^ —a and the inequality

(5.3).
Writing

(5.4)

S~is) = [(1/A-W+ A]- Vg(i)

for Re s 2:0, we first have to prove that

(5.5)

- 1/A^(j)e piA), if Re ■»£-«.

We have

shT{s)= A(0)+ A"Xí)= A(0)+ o(l) in the half-plane Re s ^ -v.
Hence, as in the first steps of the proof of Lemma 3,
- 1/A~(s) £ P{A), ifRej^-v

and

\s\ ^ sv.
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On the other hand, if |s| ^jv and Re 5=0 then - l//t~(j) lies in p(A) and, consequently, by continuity,

-llfT(s)ep{A),

ifRes^-a,

\s\ ^ sv

provided a is sufficiently small. Thus (5.5) is valid.
Next we observe that g(s) is analytic for Re s ä —v. We claim that

(5.6)

g(s) ¿0,

if Re s ^ -a

for some sufficiently small a > 0 (which, for simplicity, we take to be the same as
in (5.5)). Indeed, if this were not the case, there would exist a sequence {sn} with
Re sn -> 0 such that g(sn) = 0. If |jb| -> oo then g(sn) -»■n(0)/0,

which is a contra-

diction. If, on the other hand, sn->s* then, by continuity, g(s*)=0, thus contra-

dicting (2.3).
We conclude from (5.4) that S~(s) is analytic in Re j^ —a. Furthermore, using
(iiiA)we obtain (5.3).
6. Representation of solutions.
Definition. A function k(t) is said to belong to the class Äp>„where 1 ¿p^oo,

0<pe 1,if Ht) e C\[0, oo);X), k(t)eL"(0, oo; X), k(0)e D(A"),ü(t) e D(A")and
Auk(t)eL\0, T; X) for any T>0.
Definition.
(6.1)

A function u(t) is called an L"-solution of
U(t) = k(t)-

[ h(t-r)Au(r)
Jo

dr

if «(0 e£«(0, oo; X), u(t) e D(A) for almost all />0, Au(t)eL\0, T; X) for all
7>0, and (6.1) holds for almost all i>0. If the assumption ueLq(0, oo; X) is
omitted, then we simply call u a solution of (6.1).

Theorem 9. Let h e §1( A e % k e ®p_„,and let (2.1) hold. Then the function

(6.2)

U(t) = S(t)k(0) + j S(t- r)k(r) dr

is anU-solution of (6.1) for any q withpziqzico. Furthermore, u(t) e C°([0, oo); X)
and, if p< oo, u(t) -> 0 as t-+co. If v is any Lq-solution for some l^<7^oo, then

v(0 = «(0 for almost all t > 0.
Proof. By Theorems 5, 2, S(0&(0) is continuous and bounded for 0^r<oo,
approaches zero as / -> oo, and belongs to £r(0, oo; X) for any 1 zirzico.

Next, by Theorems 5, 2 and Young's inequality [19] we find that the second
integral on the right-hand side of (6.2) is continuous for 0^i<oo, belongs to
£"(0, oo; X) for any pziqzioo and, if p<co, approaches zero as / -> oo.
We proceed to prove that u is an £"-solution. Taking the Laplace transform of

both sides of (6.2) we get

u~(s) = S"(s)[k(0)+k"(s)],

if Re s > 0.
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Thus, by (2.18),

[I+h~is)A]u~is) = 1 [kiO)+k~is)] = k~is),
and

(6.3)

[A-1 + A~(j)/]iT(i) = A - 1kT{s).

Since A-1 is a bounded operator, A'^is)
is the Laplace transform of .4-1m(0.
The same remark applies to k. Hence, by the convolution theorem and the
Corollary to Lemma 1, we conclude from (6.3) that

(6.4)

A~1uiO+ f A(7-t)«(t) dr = A-Xkit).
Jo

Consequently the integral JÓA(i—t)w(t) dr belongs to DiA) and

(6.5)

UÍ0+ A f h{t-r)u{r)dr = kit).
Jo

To prove that A commutes with the integral in (6.5), we begin with the relation

(6.6)

A» f Sit-r)lcir)dr = P A"5(f- r)k{r)dr
Jo

Jo

which follows by Theorem 6 and the fact that Au is closed. Next, from (2.18) it is
clear that A~ilS'^ = S~A~tL. Applying the Corollary to Lemma 1, we obtain

A-^S-SA-".

Hence

(6.7)

A"SiO= 5(0^4".

Using the fact that k{r) e DiA") and (6.7), we get from (6.6)

(6.8)

A" Ï Sit-r)kir)dr = f 5(í- t)^4(t) dr.
Jo

Jo

We also have

(6.9)

A"Sit)kiO)= 5(0^(0).

Again using Theorem 6 and the fact that Ax'ß is closed, we see that the right-

hand side of (6.8) belongs to the domain of A1'", and A1'" can be applied by
introducing it inside the integral. Since the right-hand side of (6.9) also belongs to

DiA1'"), we conclude that the right-hand side of (6.2) (i.e., «(0) is in DiA) and
(6.10)

AuiO = A1-"Sit)-A"kiO) + ¡tAi->'Sit-T)-A''kiT)dT.
Jo

Hence,

M«(0ll^

M**(0)|+c£|M*¿(t(í-r)1

-ß
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Therefore,

£" \\Au(t)\\dt ^ cT»\\A»k(0)\\+C
j' M4(r)|| [ {t_d^udr
z%cT"\\A"k{0)\\+c(T)\\A"k(r)\\Lho,T;X).
Thus Au(t) eL\0, 7; X) for every 7>0. Since A is closed, we can then introduce
the A in (6.5) inside the integral and conclude that u is indeed an £"-solution.
To prove the last assertion of the theorem, suppose v is an L'-solution of (6.1)
with k = 0. Then it has a Laplace transform satisfying

[I+hT{s)A]v~{s)= 0 for Re s.> 0.
By (2.2) it follows that v~(s)= 0 if Re s>0 and, by the Corollary to Lemma 1, we
have f(0=0 for almost all i>0.
We remark that a simple consequence is the following well-known result :
Corollary.

Let h(t) = l, Ae%

ke$ipu.

Then the assertion of Theorem 9 is

valid.
Indeed, we only have to verify (2.1), and this is clear since A = {j; Re sziO} and

g{s>L
Definition.

A function k{t) is said to belong to the class SïBif

k(t) e C\[0, oo); X), k(0) e D(A% k(t) e D(AU) and A"k{t)e L\0, T; X)
for every 7>0.

Corollary 2. Let h e $lt A e 91,k e Ä„, and let (2.1) hold. Then the right-hand
side of (6.2) is a solution of (6.1).
We shall call this solution the local £°°-solution of (6.1).
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for / e [0, /0] with any t0 > 0. Modify
k(t) for t>t0 so that the modified function k0(t) is in Äli(1. The corresponding

L^-solution «„(O (given by (6.2) with k replaced by k0) satisfies (6.1) for all i>0
and it coincides with u(t) for t e [0, t0]. Hence «(0 satisfies (6.1) for / 6 [0, t0].
We conclude this section by noting that the uniqueness of solutions can be
proved (by the same method as before) within the class of functions v(t) which
satisfy: ||f(0|| = 0(eyt) for some y>0. In the next section we shall prove a local
uniqueness theorem.
7. A uniqueness theorem and its applications.

Theorem 10. Let he§y,Ae%
(1.1)

and let (2.2) hold. Let

Uy(t)= kit) - £ h(t - r)AUi(r) dr

(i = 1, 2)

for almost all t>0, where
e-a%(t),

e-atUi(t)eL\0,

oo; X)
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for some a > 0, and Au{{t)e LAO, t0; X) for any t0 > 0. If

kAO = k2{t) forOút^T

(F > 0),

then u1{t)= u2{t)for almost all t e [0, T].
Proof. Set k=kx —k2, u=ux —u2. These functions have Laplace transforms for
Re s>a, continuous for Re s=a. From (7.1) we obtain

íT(A) = [I+h^A]'1^).
From (iiiA),(2.2) we get ||[/+h~is)A] ~l || ^ c if Re s ^ 0, while, by our assumptions
on the kt, \\k~{s)\\ is bounded if Re s^a. Therefore

«-"(0/(1 +s)2 = (1/(1 +s)2)[I+h~is)A]-1k~{s) £ H\a;
Furthermore

X).

we have

IcTis)= n e-stkit)dt = e~sT P e-stk{t+T)dt
so that

(7.2)

HrXOII= Oi\e~sT\)

as \s\ -> oo in the half plane Rej^a.

Now, by Lemma 2,

wm

^iiimîiTsf[i+h^)A]~ik^ds

where "v" denotes the inverse Laplace transform and ß^a.
we can write the last integral in the form
re + at

(7.3)

lim
W-.CO Jb-ÍN

By Cauchy's theorem

r

= lim
N"x>Jcs

where CN is a half circle in Re s^ß with the interval [ß—iN, ß + iN] as diameter.
Using (7.2) we see that if t< F then the right-hand side of (7.3) is zero. Hence,

[WXj)/(1+0T = 0 forr < T.
But then

K(0/(1+0T

= í it-r)e-«-r)uiT)dr

= 0 if t < T.

Differentiating this relation we get

f [*-«-'>-(*- T)e-«-»]tt(T)«ir = 0,

Jo

so that

f elu{r) dr = 0 if t < T,
i.e., «(0 = 0 for almost all / £ [0, T].
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Definition. We say that n belongs to the class £' if h e &y and if, in addition,
n g C2[0, oo), h(t) is uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of [0, oo) and

h(t) = 0(eyt) for some y > 0.
Definition. We say that k belongs to the class ÄB if k e JtH and if, in addition,
k(t) is uniformly Holder continuous in closed subsets of [0, oo).

Theorem 11. Let h e §', A e 91, k e ®'u,and let (2.1) hold. Then the local L'"solution of (6.1) coincides with the strong solution of (6.1) for all t>0.

Proof. The local £œ-solution was defined in §6; denote it by v(t). The strong
solution of (6.1) was constructed in Theorem 1.1; denote it by u(t). Let k0(t) he a
function which belongs to Ä„, vanishes for t>T+\,
and coincides with k(t) for
O^r^T.
Denote by u0(t) the corresponding strong solution, and by v0(t) the
corresponding ^-solution of Theorem 9. Then, by Theorems 1.1, 9,
u(t) = u0(t),

(7.4)

for 0 < t < T,

v(t) = Vo(t), forO -¿t z%T.

Next, by Corollary 2 to Theorem 1.5,

(7.5)

M0(0= W(t)k(0)+ ^ W(t-r)ko(r)dr

(W(t) = W(t,0)).

Using Theorem 1.6 we see that ||«o(^)|| = 0(e,5i) for some S>0.
Since d0(0 e £^0, oo ; X), we can apply Theorem 10 and conclude

fo(0 = "o(0 for 0^i^7.
Hence, by (7.4), v(t) = u(t) for O^f^Tand,
arbitrary, v(t) = u(t) for all i>0.

that

since 7 is

Taking k(t) = k(0) and comparing the representations (1.1.9), (6.2) for the
strong solution and the ^-solution respectively, we conclude :

Corollary

1. Let h e&, A g 91and let (2.1) hold. Then

S(t) = W(t) (Oit

< oo).

From this and Corollary 2 to Theorem 1.5 we get:

Corollary

2. Let h e £', A e 91and let (2.1) hold. Assume that k(t) satisfies the

condition (K). Then the strong solution u(t) can be represented in the form

(7.6)

u(t) = S(t)k(0) + P S(t - r)k(r) dr.

8. The resolvent £,5. The representation (6.2) requires the derivative of k(t)
to exist and to satisfy certain other conditions. In this section we present another

representation for the solution, one for which nothing is assumed about k(t) but
which requires, instead, that A1+ek(t) he integrable for some e>0. The kernel of
this representation is defined by

(8.1)

Rô(t) = ^1"áín(0)S(0 + j'h(t-r)S(r)dr\

(0 < 8 g 1)
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and will be called the 8-resolvent of (6.1). By Theorem 6,

R6eLpiO, T; BiX)) if p(l - 8) < 1.
Definition.

We say that k{t) belongs to the class t'á if k{t) e C°([0, oo); X),

k{t) £ DiA6), A6k{t)eL"iO, T; X) for every F>0 and some q> 1/S>0, e-atA6kit)
eL\0, oo; X) for some «>0, and, finally, A1+ekit)eL\0, T; X) for every F>0
and some e > 0.
Theorem 12. Let he§x,
function

(8.2)

Ae<& and let (2.1) hold. Then for any kit) in ®"6the

«(0 = Kt)- P Röit- r)Aôkir)
dr

is a solution o/(6.1),

i.e., u and Au belong to L\0, T; X) for every T>0 and (6.1)

holdsfor all t>0.
Proof. By Theorem 6, the Laplace transform R^is) of Fd(0 exists for all s with
Re s>0. Applying A0'1 to both sides of (8.1) and taking Laplace transforms, we
get (since A6~1 is bounded)

A'-iRîi*) = [hiO)+ h~is)]S~{s)= /¡TXiMI+tfW]"1
where, in the last equality, we have used (2.18). Thus,

(8.3)

R7is) = h^is)A1-i[I+h^is)A}-\

Observe next that, by (6.7), AôRôk= RôAôk.Using the fact that A" is closed, we
can write (8.2) in the form

Uit) = kit)-A" P RAt~r)kir) dr.
Applying A~a to both sides and taking Laplace transforms,
applying A6 to the resulting equation,

u~is) = [I-AôR7is)]k~is),

we obtain, after

if Re s > a.

Substituting RÎ from (8.3), we get

tT(j) = {I-h^AV-rh^A}-1}^)

= [I+h^A]-1^),

i.e., [I+h~is)A]u~is) = k~is).
By the Corollary to Lemma 1 we then have

(8.4)

uiO + A { A(í-t)m(t) dr = kit).
Jo

Using now the fact that A1+Ckit) eLAO, T; X) for some e>0 and any F>0, we
can proceed as in the derivation of (6.7) and the argument following it and show
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T; X) for any 7>0. Since A is closed, (6.1) then follows from

(8.4).
Remark. If one removes the condition that e~tttAek(t) g£x(0, oo; X) for some
a>0, then the right-hand side of (8.2) is still a solution of (6.1). Furthermore, this
solution coincides with both the local L^-solution and the strong solution if

he&,ke

&„.

The proofs of these statements are similar to the proofs of Corollary 2 to Theorem

9 and of Theorem 11.
9. Asymptotic behavior. The integral representations (7.6), (8.2) together with
the bounds that have been established before for S(0, can be used to obtain results
on the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (6.1). These results are analogous to
theorems obtained by Friedman [3], [5] in the case where A(t) is scalar.
Definition. Let v(t) be a function from [0, oo) into X and let <f>(t)be a periodic
function from (-00,00) into X, i.e., (j>(t+ a)=^(t) for some <r>0. We say that v is

asymptoticallyperiodic with limit <f>
if ||f(0 —^(011—►
0 as / -> 00.
s

Theorem 13. Let h e ¡Qy,A e 91,k e ff„ and let (2.1) hold. If there exists a bounded
periodic function ^(t) from ( —00, 00) into X, locally integrable and such that

(9.1)

n \\k(t)-m\\ dt < 00,

Jo

then the local Lx-solution of (6A) is asymptotically periodic with the limit

(9.2)

Ut)=

-T

Jo

S(rMt-r)dr.

Proof. It is obvious that i/>0(0is periodic. By (6.2),

U(t) = S{t)k{0)+ ^S{t-T)[k(T)-tKT)]dT + f~ S(r)4,(t-r)dr + Ut)By Theorems 5, 2, the first and third terms on the right-hand side converge to zero
if /-> 00. It remains to prove that also the second term, call it 7(0, converges to
zero if t -s- 00. Writing

m,^f +r
Jo

Jo

Jn

and using (9.1) and the fact that ||S(0|| -*■0, we find that, for any e>0,

||7(0|| < e if N = N{e)
is suitably chosen and t is sufficiently large. Hence, ||7(0|| -» 0 if / -> 00.
In the special case where i/j(t)= 0, we have:
Let h e §l5 A e 91,ke§tpllfor some p<oo, and let (2.1) hold. Then the L"-solution

of (6.2) satisfies: \\u(t)\\-+0ift->co.
Indeed, this is a part of Theorem 9.
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AeW and let (2.1) hold. Let kit) e ®'x'and let kit) be

asymptotically periodic with limit <f>it),such that A<p{t) is bounded, and locally

integrable and

(9.4)

T \\AkiO-A<piO\\
dt < oo.

Jo

TAe« the solution (8.2) o/(6.1) is asymptotically periodic with the limit

(9.5)

M0= -T RA-r)A<Kt-r)dr.
Jo

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem

13 provided we show that

||7^(01| -> 0 as t -> oo. But this follows from (8.1), since heL\0, oo)and ||5(0|| -+ 0
as r-> oo.
Similar results can be stated with Rö, S > 0.
Note that the condition e~aiAôk{t) eL\0, oo; X) is superfluous (by the remark

at the end of §8).
Generalizations.
Most of the results of Chapter 2 can be generalized to
include integral equations of the form

W(0= kit)- Ç A{t-r)u{r)dr.
Jo

Here, Ait) is a bounded operator on X that is strongly differentiable and such that
À{t) e L\0, oo ; BiX)). Of course, appropriate restrictions on the spectrum of A{t)
must also be made.
These generalizations allow one to study the case of systems of scalar equations
which arise when A{t) is a matrix of functions.
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